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Abstract 

Laptops were designed for portability and short-duration use yet increasingly serve as 
the user's primary system 1 . The laptop's design combined with the variable environment 
of use pose numerous ergonomic hazards, particularly during prolonged use. Despite 
the nearly 20 million portables shipped in 1999 (estimated to grow to 35.3 million in 
2003), to date there are no designs on the market which fully address these ergonomic 
shortcomings 2 . This project proposes a conceptual design for a new adaptive laptop; in 
doing so it: 

• Descr ibes the sociological trends and ergonomic hazards motivating the design; 
• Outl ines the design process and product requirements; and 
• Proposes and describes a design solution. 

The proposed design is for a laptop computer that provides rapid access for short 
duration tasks, yet can also quickly transform into a tablet or multi-configuration 
adjustable workstation for prolonged use without requiring expensive external furniture. 
Users can adjust the height, distance, tilt and swivel of their display to accommodate a 
broad range of operating postures, work environments, and social situations. Within any 
chosen posture users have sufficient control to optimally orient the display and reduce 
eyestrain, glare, and hazardous back, neck and shoulder postures. Users can orient the 
display in portrait mode and can also easily swivel the display for sharing during informal 
presentations. The ease of adjustment encourages the frequent posture changes that 
ergonomists agree is one of the most important steps in avoiding injury. 

The keyboard incorporates recent ergonomic advancements into conceptual designs for 
a compact, portable, easily adjustable, format. The removable full-size ergonomic split-
keyboard has adjustable tenting between 0 and 60°. It reduces most of the hazardous 
typing postures identified by ergonomists, namely: ulnar deviation, forearm rotation, 
shoulder abduction, and arm reach for an external mouse. Consequent ly the keyboard's 
design would likely reduce the risk of Repetitive Strain Injury (RSI). 

1 Nearly 70 percent of laptop purchasers in 1999 said they intend to use the mobile PCs as 
primary systems, compared with 35 percent in 1997. (Mobile Insights Inc quoted in Hagendorf, 
1999) 
2 Both personal email correspondence with the president of PaceBlade Technology 
(http://paceblade.com/), and the following quote indicate that more ergonomic alternatives may be 
forthcoming: "In the next 18 months, we'll see more than one vendor come out with a laptop that 
has an adjustable-height screen," (Gerry Purdy, CEO of Mobile Insights quoted in Martin 2000) 

http://paceblade.com/
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Background 

Both the conventional laptop and the furniture-dependent ergonomic workstation 
unnecessari ly constrain users who desire both portability and ergonomic configurability 
yet only want to own and maintain a single Personal Computer (PC) . Additionally, 
neither laptops 3 nor ergonomic workstations adequately accommodate the non-standard 
operating postures suited to the new tasks (e.g. taking notes in a meeting) and less 
formal environments (e.g. the home) in which computers are now being used. 

All too often people's patterns of use are constrained by a product's design 
inadequacies. In the case of the P C , desktop users must work in a single posture and 
locations whilst laptop users have to contort their bodies to accommodate the fixed 
connection between the laptop's display and keyboard. It is largely owing to design 
inadequacies that computer use has lead to widespread discomfort, inconvenience, and 
injury (Carter & Banister 1994, Ferguson & Duncan 1974, Straker et al 1997a). 

People who require portability often overcome the laptop's restrictions by also owning a 
desktop P C or a Docking Station 4 . However, dividing one's work among multiple P C s 
can be confusing and frustrating. Additionally, having a second machine more than 
doubles maintenance efforts, and roughly doubles personal costs and environmental 
impact. Docking stations mitigate many of these concerns, but like desktops, still 
constrain users to a fixed location and posture for prolonged use. 

There are potential alternatives to the current state of affairs. The price and performance 
gaps between desktops laptops are shrinking. People should not have to own multiple 
computers to achieve both comfort and portability. Portability need not come at the 
expense of comfort, nor ergonomic adjustability at the expense of portability. This project 
explores and develops alternative designs that fulfill the vision of an ergonomic, portable 
P C . 

Objective 

The objective of this project is to examine the expanding breadth of computer use and 
accompanying ergonomic requirements and develop conceptual designs for a portable 
P C that meets these emerging needs and is: 

• Configurable to comfortably accommodate a wide range of operating postures, 
body types, tasks, usage scenarios, and social situations; 

• Fully integrated so that it doesn't require special ized furniture for use; 
• Easi ly packed-up, transported, and unpacked; 
• Supports emerging sociological trends such as home use, web browsing, and 

telecommuting through both functionality and styling. 

3 Laptop (synonymous to notebook) denotes configurations where the keyboard is attached to the 
computer, whereas desktop mode the keyboard can be positioned independently of the display. 
4 Docking stations (or port replicators) allow users to quickly connect their laptop to full-size 
keyboards, mice, monitors, printers and speaker systems. Though docking stations reduce the 
overhead of maintaining multiple machines, yet they still require an external monitor, keyboard 
and ergonomic furniture (in addition to the docking station itself) at each point of prolonged use. 
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In summary, this project is the design of an adjustable portable personal computer in 
which the positioning of the keyboard and display can be quickly tailored to the 
environment, body, posture, and preferences of the user. Thus providing rapid access 
for short-duration use and a full range of ergonomic adjustment for prolonged use, 
allowing users to easily alternate between wide varieties of operating postures. A s well, 
the computer can easily be packed up and carried throughout the day. 

Document Overview 

The document 's major sections are summarized below. 

1. Design Context—This section describes how the sociological fabric of contemporary 
computer use, technological advances, and industry trends suggest that there may be a 
market opportunity for a P C design that merges Desktop, Laptop, and Tablet 5 formats. It 
also reviews the ergonomic problems associated with computer use, including the risk 
factors for Repetitive Strain Injury (RSI) focusing specifically on hazardous postures, 
why they are hazardous, and how conventional computer designs can induce these 
postures. This section also points out problems with mainstream approaches to personal 
computing, and provides an overview of several pertinent alternatives proposed or 
implemented by others. 

2. Design Criteria & Specifications—This section lays out the design criteria arising 
from the contextual and ergonomic information in section one then moves on to develop 
preliminary design specifications by examining potential resolutions to the criteria. 

3. Design Process—The activities and undertakings of the project are grouped into two 
sequential steps: Exploration & Development, and Refinement & Integration. Each 
section d iscusses a series of illustrative snapshots. The combined sections sketch the 
progression from early concept to final design. 

• Exploration & Development—Explores and evaluates ways of resolving the 
preliminary design specifications developed in Chapter 2, by means of course 
grained conceptual work and rough concepts for the function and configuration of 
both the keyboard and the laptop. 

• Refinement & Integration—Form and detail development and detail design. 
This section d iscusses issues such as materials, colors, the placement of 
components and the quest for homogeneity. 

4. Final Concept Description—This presents the final design through renderings and 
short text descriptions communicating the functioning and usability as a whole. 

5. Summary & Further Recommendations—This summary provides a synopsis of the 
work and its implications along with some suggestions for further research. 

5 Tablet computers essentially look like laptop screens without the keyboard. Data is input by 
writing or selecting directly on the screen with a stylus. Currently tablets are primarily used in 
specific vertical markets, such as the delivery or warehouse business, where regular computers 
are inconvenient. However Compaq, Sony, Toshiba, Acer, and Fujitsu are developing consumer 
tablets (Anonymous 2001 e) for Microsoft's upcoming Tablet PC platform (see 2.2.1, p. 40). 
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Scope 

The goal is to develop a robust design direction for how a more flexible laptop might be 
achieved. The design targets the "desktop replacement" niche within the laptop market, 
and the design was limited to technologies that would be feasible within 2-3 years. 

The project focuses on the design of hardware enclosures, displays, and control 
mechanisms (i.e., input devices) and their relationship to the human body and to current 
and emerging patterns of computer use. The short span of an M D P is inadequate for a 
single person to fully address the concerns of usability, ergonomics, human computer 
interaction (HCI), sustainability, and manufacturing, embodied in such a complex 
product. Though concerns from each of these areas have strongly influenced the design 
criteria and the evaluation of potential directions, the final design is conceptual in nature 
and inevitably numerous aspects will not reach full resolution. Much work (by many 
special ized disciplines) would be needed to resolve the design. 
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1.1 Market Trends 

1.1.1 Laptop Use is increasing 

In 1998, laptops accounted for over 2 5 % of computer purchases. In 1997, 14.2 million 
portable P C s were shipped worldwide according to International Data Corp. Nearly 20 
million portables were shipped in 1999, a figure that's expected to jump to 35.3 million 
units in 2003 (Martin 2000). 

This rapid growth can be attributed to the laptop's increasing price/performance parity 
with desktops, and to the following sociological trends: 

1. Corporate globalization and the resulting workforce mobility (Davey & Larsen 
1999). 

2. Increasing penetration of broadband access in homes as well as the Smal l 
Off ice/Home Office (SOHO) market, and the subsequent rise of telecommuting, 
and the development of Internet-based networks that broaden access to 
company information and allow employees to connect and work from anywhere 
(Forman 2000, Anonymous 1997, 2000, 2001b). 

In addition, there is a strong move towards using laptops in lieu of the more configurable 
ergonomic workstation. Corporate customers 
are increasingly purchasing laptop P C s with the 
intention of using them as desktop 
replacements. Mobile Insights Inc., a research 
firm in Mountain View, Calif, estimates that 
nearly 70 percent of laptop purchases in 1999 
were intended for use as the primary system, 
compared with 35 percent in 1997 (Hagendorf 
1999). 

Other statistics support this trend. Intel, for 
example, planned to convert 80% of its 50,000 
desktop P C users to laptops by the end of 
2000, including employees who don't travel 
frequently (Davey & Larsen 1999). About 
80,000 (50%) of Pr iceWaterhouse Coopers ' employees are mobile, typically working out 
of customers' offices, hotel rooms, or "reserve space" within the firm's offices worldwide. 
(Davey & Larsen, 1999) 

Not only are more people using laptops, laptops are also increasingly employed for 
prolonged use, a capacity they were never designed to support. 

Table 1 Percent of Laptops purchased 
as primary computer (after Hagendorf 
1999) 

Dell 8 0 % 

Compaq 4 0 % 

IBM 6 5 % 
P W R Systems 7 5 % 

Fujitsu 
60-
7 0 % 

Apple 50% 
Technology Partners Inc. 50% 
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1.1.2 New roles for Personal Computers 

The P C ' s role in media display and navigation is rapidly displacing its traditional task-
oriented focus. Content, unlike tasks 6 , is well suited to sharing and the P C ' s capacity for 
media display and navigation, is leading to new roles in the social milieu. Current P C s 
and laptops are poorly suited to sharing and a shareable computer requires a more 
adaptive form. Computers have a growing role in our social interaction. While pulling out 
your computer over would formerly have been unthinkable, it now seems both plausible 
and desirable. Yet this functionality is poorly supported by current designs. 

1.1.3 Increasing Dependence 

A s we increasingly employ computers for tasks in which they formerly had no role 7 , we 
are cementing our computer/internet dependence through increasing portions of our 
lives both at work and at home. Instances where it would be nice to have a computer at 
hand are becoming more frequent. Computers now play a large role in entertainment 
and information gathering. What was formerly a tool for work is now also becoming a 
dominant presence in home and family life. 

1.1.4 Increasing Mobility and Flexibility of Work 

Currently, comfortable (ergonomic) computer use requires the following: 

• Specialized Equipment: Ergonomic furniture, lighting, input/output devices, and 
adjustment mechanisms. 

• Specialized Knowledge: obtaining training, advice, and purchasing 
recommendations, from ergonomists: 

• End user effort: careful adjustment of equipment and attention to reforming bad 
postural habits. 

These requirements are intensive, even within traditional offices where, ideally, 
management can introduce equipment and policies that improve worker comfort. 
Changing work patterns such as increasing mobility, telecommuting, and working from 
home, make healthy computing postures much more difficult to achieve (Forman 2000). 

"Our lifestyles are beginning to shape the way we work - and this is different. The 
starting presumption here is that work, in the past, has been allowed to shape the way 
we lived. But as telecommuting renders many office centers obsolete and as wireless 
communicat ions turn more and more workers into walking 24-hour employees, 
workplaces are morphing." (Anderson 2000) 

The lifespan of desk-centered computing, as exemplified by current desktop P C designs, 
is limited. Consider the following trends: 

The somewhat nebulous distinction between tasks and content attempts to differentiate 
activities like word-processing (i.e. "tasks") where there is a clear objective, from less structured 
and focused activities such as web-browsing, viewing videos, playing games (i.e. "content"). 
7 For example presentations, note-taking in meetings, news-reading, bill payment, managing 
stock-portfolios, mail, deciding which movie to see. 
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• Office work is now regularly done in locations other than the office. 
Communicat ions and networking technologies are allowing people to work in new 
and different ways. Examples include "road-warriors" 8 whose "offices" travel with 
them, either by car, or by airplane, and teleworkers 9 who work portions of the 
week from their homes. Emai l , cell phones, and video conferencing make 
individuals accessib le regardless of their location. Staying in contact no longer 
requires us to routinely be in a specific location (e.g. at the office). This increased 
flexibility can be of great value to both the company and the individual. 

• Knowledge-workers are spending less office time behind a desk. Working in 
collaborative teams is strongly emphasized in today's workplace (Anderson 
2000). In addition to portability, the computer's form needs to better support tasks 
such as presentation, collaboration, and note taking. 

• Computer use is no longer limited to personal productivity applications10, or even 
work-related tasks. New tasks and applications such as communication, reading 
or watching the news have increasingly prominent roles. Often these new tasks 
don't require the constant attention or the upright attentive seated posture the P C 
was designed to support. 

These new environments of use have implications for the use and form of portable 
computers: 

• Postural Implications: "Due to the homely surroundings and an often less 
pressured and supervised environment, 's louched' sitting postures are more 
likely to occur when working at home." (Kupper, 2000) 

• Ergonomic Implications: "Only in exceptional circumstances will the furniture 
found in a hotel room, on a train, in a car or even on board a plane be adequate 
for [standards compliant with ergonomic] use." (Kupper, 2000) 

• Lighting Implications: Laptops are often used in environments where the 
lighting conditions are outside the user's control or are not designed for computer 
use (e.g. bright daylight). The desire to minimize reflections and optimize viewing 
angle, together with the constraints of the furniture, lighting, and the lack of 
display adjustability in the laptop itself leads to accommodation in the body. 

• Functionality Implications: Laptops are poorly suited to sharing, discussion, 
and collaboration. The narrow viewing angle of Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) 
screens combined with the fact that the keyboard and mouse controls are in fixed 
alignment with the display make laptop displays difficult to share. Additionally, 
laptops currently have an obtrusive presence as note-taking devices in meetings 
where tablet style use would be more discrete. 

Road-warriors are mobile employees who spend a substantial portion of their work-week in 
transit. 
9 Teleworkers are office workers who periodically work from home. In a recent study International 
Telework Association & Council (ITAC) reported 16.5 million regularly employed teleworkers in 
the US who telework at least one day per month. 2.3 million (17%) of these are new teleworkers 
and 9.3 million (56.4%) telework at least one full day per week. Teleworkers average about 20 
hours of telework per week. 
1 0 Word-processing, spreadsheets, presentations, data-entry, etc. 
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Here are some examples that illustrate the range of use: 

Table 2 Example Product Usage Scenarios 

Task Location Body support Display support Config 

Showing ideas to peers Lunch room Lounge chair Coffee table Laptop 

Browsing the web Home Lazy boy Floor/coffee table Tablet 

Writing a paper Home Lying on floor Floor Desktop 

Planning evening out On couch with friend Couch Lap Tablet 

Answering email On the way to work Rail Seat Lap Laptop 

Reading a Proposal In bed Bed Pillow on chest Tablet 

Taking notes in a meeting Board room Swivel chairs Lap and table Tablet 

Presenting a report Board room Standing Boardroom table Laptop 

Word Processing Office Adjustable chair Office desk Desktop 

1.1.5 Value Shifts 

The design is also motivated by societal value shifts such our increasing awareness of: 

• The environmental impact of needless consumption (through owning multiple 
P C s ) (Anonymous 2001a, CorpWatch 2001, Schor 2001); 

• The benefits of reduced clutter and complexity (through replacing multiple, or 
bulky P C s ) (Forman 2000); 

• The importance and value of ergonomic computing (Manjoo 2001, Anonymous 
2001c); 

1.1.6 Emerging Technologies 

Several trends in the computer industry are particularly relevant to the design of a new 
and more adaptive P C : 

New Display Technologies: Improved flat screen 
technologies (see appendix) and the emergence of 
low-cost, lightweight, flat-panel displays bring 
opportunities for: 

o Small-footprint, portable desktop computers 

(such as N E C ' s PowerMate 2000), rSHZlSnEnc 
\ . —•—: ——" Desktop PC Designs 

o A host of previously impractical self-supporting 
height-adjustable displays 

o Laptop P C s with lighter and larger displays. 
Un-tethered Connectivity & Mobility: Wire less L A N s allow laptop users to work 
un-tethered with Internet connectivity until their batteries run out. This freedom 
from cables enables new working patterns both within the office and at home. 
Centralized Applications & Storage: Managed Service Providers (MSPs) , 
Application Service Providers (ASPs) , and remote-access applications such as 
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Citrix Winframe are allowing employees to remotely access their corporate 
network, storage, and applications over the Internet from any location. 

• Modular Peripherals: Today's laptops house a bevy of custom integrated 
devices and per ipherals 1 1 that increase the laptop's cost, weight, and bulk. 
Emerging hot-swappable intra-device communication standards are opening up 
opportunities for modularizing and commoditizing these components. These are 
creating exciting new design opportunities for a compact centra! core (e.g. 
processor, display, and input) that can be expanded and customized as needed, 
with low-cost peripherals. Three protocols achieving widespread adoption are 
Universal Serial Bus (USB) , Firewire 1 2 , and BlueTooth 1 3 . 

1.1.7 The Aesthetic Computer 

Following the path of all maturing products, computers are moving into an era where 
design, form and style hold increasing importance. 

"Form over function is often the path of mature products. It is not necessary to mention 
basic features like the engine. Instead, lesser details creep to the foreground and 
provide character and uniqueness.. . Shortly, that shift will transform portable computing. 
My guess is that our children will never see a laptop characterized by the speed of its 
processor. Already I see that the form - the machine's physical shape - is more 
important than the speed of its microprocessor." (Negroponte 1996) 

A product carried and used in public makes a much more personal statement than one 
stored under the desk. Hence portable P C s cannot conform to the P C ' s traditional beige, 
appliance-l ike design treatment. While carried, laptops might be akin to fashion 
accessor ies such as a purse or briefcase. While in use, they are comparable to a day-
timer or portfolio. Preeminent psychosocial concerns include display of self, and 
identification of and by others. 

The success (and rapid imitation) of multi-colored imacs 
suggests moves towards friendliness, personalization, and 
fashion-oriented marketing of P C s . Aesthetic preferences have 
increasing prominence in a purchasing decision once governed 
solely by performance and price (Wilcox 2001b). Undoubtedly, 
this trend will continue and the portable personal computer 
industry may soon resemble the fashion industry. Color 
selection, for example, is now part of the P C purchasing process 
for both laptops and desktops. 

" IBM, for example, has recently introduced colorful plastic covers which snap onto the 
part of the case that holds the display. Seven colors (silver, metallic green, two kinds of 
red, and blue) are available initially, while more may come in the future." (Kanellos, 
1999) 

1 1 Examples include floppy drives, zip disks, CD-ROMs, DVDs, modems, Ethernet cards. 
1 2 USB and Firewire simultaneously transmit both data and power. 
1 3 BlueTooth is a low-cost, intra-device, wireless protocol that doesn't require line-of-sight. 
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1.2 Ergonomics of Computing 

Repetitive use (typing, mousing, looking at the screen) under adverse conditions can 
lead to discomfort, poor concentration, fatigue, and eventually to injury. 

1.2.1 Repetitive Strain Injury (RSI) 

Repetitive Strain Injury (RSI) is a form of Cumulative Trauma Disorder (CTD) resulting 
from repeated exposure to doses of strain, which, if experienced in isolation, would be 
innocuous. Though most common in the wrists, RSIs can affect many areas including 
elbows, eyes, neck, back, shoulders, arms, wrists, hands, and legs. Researchers 
suspect a link between the long-term keyboard use and certain RSIs . Typing related 
RSIs range from aches and discomfort to more serious problems such as tendonitis, 
tenosinovitis, and entrapment syndromes like Carpal Tunnel Syndrome ( C T S ) 1 4 . (Huttig 
1992, Rempel et al 1992). 

According to surveys conducted by the U S Occupational Safety and Health 
Administration (OSHA) , each year, 1.8 million workers develop typing-related injuries, 
with more than 600,000 workers forced to take disability leave. Such injuries cost $15 
billion to $20 billion a year in workers' compensation and $30 billion to $40 billion in other 
expenses, such as medical care (Martin, 2000). Additionally, Morgan (1991) estimates 
as many as 4 6 % of secretaries and 36% of word processors have suffered from C T S . 

While many factors influenced this explosion of keyboard related injuries, it is believed 
that most occur due to long periods of work under poor postural conditions. The key 
factors contributing to RSIs - repetition, wrist posture, static loading, and body posture -
are d iscussed below. 

1.2.2 Repetition 

Repetitive movement is one of the primary contributors to injury 1 5. For example, data 
entry operators 1 6 commonly execute over 10,000 keystrokes per hour (Hedge et al. , 
1996). Multiplied by a 40-hour workweek this yields an enormous frequency of repetition 
that in many cases leads to strain in the hands and wrists. The immune response to this 
strain is swelling of muscles and t issues, which, within the confined anatomy of the wrist, 
compounds the effects of the strain (Hedge et al., 1996). 

1 4 Carpal Tunnel Syndrome (CTS) is a repetitive motion injury caused by the compression of the 
median nerve in the wrist. This nerve supplies sensation to the thumb side of the palm and to the 
thumb, the index finger, the middle finger and the thumb side of the ring finger. The median nerve 
enters the hand through a space between the wrist (or carpal) bones, and the transverse carpal 
ligament (the membrane that holds the bones together). The space is called the carpal tunnel. 
Repetitive tasks such as typing can cause repeated compression of the median nerve and be 
very painful. CTS suffers complain of pain, numbness and tingling in the hands. Some lose 
strength and feeling in their hands and opt for wrist surgery, with varying success rates. 
1 5 Repetition, and the related risk factors of keystroke force and keying rate are not dealt with in 
depth in this document as they lie outside the industrial designer's sphere of influence. 
1 6 Though not the target market for the Adaptive Laptop, data entry operators, owing to their 
repetitive tasks, are the group most prone to keyboard related RSI therefore a good example of 
the risks of repetition. 
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1.2.3 Wrist posture 

Poor wrist posture further aggravates the strain of repetition by increased rubbing of 
tendons around corners and by increasing pressure within the carpal tunnel. Wrist 
extension is an example: as the wrist moves into greater extension, the increase in 
carpal tunnel pressure is almost linear (Hedge et al., 1996). Repetitive ligament 
movement under pressure injures the tissue, and the greater the pressure, the higher 
the likelihood of injury. The body's natural response to the injury is swelling which further 
aggravates the problem by creating still more pressure within the carpal tunnel. 

1.2.4 Static Loading 

Poor wrist postures and repetitive keying actions are not the only factors that contribute 
to keyboard-induced repetitive strain. Muscles are designed for movement and tire far 
more quickly under a static load than they do during movement. 1 7 This is because 
tensed but unmoving muscles restrict blood and oxygen flow to the affected areas thus 
increasing fatigue and strain in the muscles. The combination of fatigue and reduced 
circulation increases susceptibility to RSI . Seated typists suspend their upper-arms, 
forearms, and fingers above the keys while typing, leading to static loading of the 
shoulder, upper-arm, and knuckle base. 

1.2.5 Immobility 

Typically, the seated typist works with unmoving shoulders, wrists, arms, and torso; this 
constrained posture and lack of mobility contribute significantly to the high rates of 
discomfort experienced during and after prolonged computer use. Thus, to the list of 
potential typing-induced injuries there can also be added: 

• Back pain (from extended periods of sitting), 
• Eye strain (from extended periods of visual activity at a fixed focal length), and 
• Physica l rest lessness. 

These may have the additional effect of lowering the user's concentration and 
productivity. 

1.2.6 Display Position 

People often contort their hands and bodies with varying degrees of discomfort to align 
themselves with the keyboard and display. When working with low displays, users 
frequently flex their necks and hunch their shoulders. This tightens the thoracic cage 
thus aggravating arm and wrist problems. It also contributes to back, shoulder, and neck 
pain. A n overly high display increases eyestrain and also leads to a flexed neck. 

Display distance, resolution, contrast, and size all affect the level of eyestrain in bringing 
the image into focus. Movement is just as important to the eye muscles as it is to the rest 
of the body; hence a fixed focal length can lead to sore eyes, headaches, blurry or 

1 7 To demonstrate this principle you need only to move one arm in circles while the other is held 
out from your side. The static arm tires more quickly even though it is doing less "work". 
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double vision, and dizziness (O'leary 1999). Ideally focal length should vary throughout 
the workday, and users should strive to blink and nod while working. 

1.2.7 Optimal Posture 

There is no such thing as optimal 
posture. A s a general rule our bodies 
like movement. The best posture is ^ 
usually the next posture. Postural 
variation reduces strain & improves 
comfort and concentration 

The importance of variation is one of g 
the few things all ergonomists agree 
on. No single posture is "ideal" 

However, it is possible to come with 
general guidelines for specific aspects 
such as wrist alignment 

We ' l l just go over these briefly for 4. 
seated posture (by far the most 
commonly computing posture) 

le 3 Tips on Posture (after Hedge 2000) 

Ensure that the user can reach the keys 
with their wrists as flat as possible (not 
bent up or down) and straight (not bent left 
or right) with fingers slightly curled. 
Ensure that the user's elbow angle (the 
angle between the inner surface of the 
upper arm and the forearm) is at or greater 
than 90 degrees to avoid nerve 
compression at the elbow. 
Ensure that the user's upper arm and 
elbow are as close to the body and as 
relaxed as possible for mouse use to avoid 
over-reaching. A lso ensure that the wrist is 
as straight as possible when using the 
mouse. Arms fall relaxed at your side (i.e., 
shoulders are neither abducted or 
hunched) 
Ensure the user sits back in the chair and 
has good back support. A lso check that the 
feet can be placed flat on the floor or on a 
footrest. 
Ensure the neck is straight with the head 
balancing lightly on top (monitor is at eye 
level, minimizing any bending the neck) 
Ensure the user feels relaxed in their 
posture. 
Placement of copy documents (i.e., books 
etc) is also an important consideration 
The base of the palms only rest on wrist-
rests (or other surfaces) during breaks from 
typing. 
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1.2.8 How good design could help 

Of greatest importance when assess ing risk of RSI are factors such as: stress levels, 
variety in the job, poor posture, rapidity of repetitive movement, and frequency of breaks. 
The chart below illustrates how the Industrial Designer 's sphere of influence (the 
physical interface) is one of many contributors to R S I 1 8 . 

Intervention #1; 
Improve Ergonomics & range of Postures 

Figure 3 Areas of Intervention annotated atop contributors to RSI 

The physical interface (input & output devices) influences the available postures for a 
given task and environment. Assuming good postures are available, users may or may 
not choose them depending on their knowledge, habits, social situation, or duration of 
use. Poor posture plus repetitive and sustained use can lead to RSI . The design 
intervention in this project is both to improve the ergonomics and usability of the 
interface and to increase the range of postures and the ease with which users can 
change from one position to another. 

1.2.9 Reducing RSI 

There are many contributing factors to RSI; there are likewise many ways of reducing 
the risk of RSI . In addition to the positioning and design of the input devices these also 
include stretches, muscle-strengthening exercises, job rotation, workspace re-design 
etc. 

The assumpt ions 1 9 guiding this project are, that: 

1. The design and layout of input devices (keyboard, mouse, etc.) and output 
devices (display) influence the user's posture. 

2. Maintaining a relaxed neutral posture through the upper body and wrists can 
decrease a computer user's risk of developing injuries. 

Other disciplines, such as Industrial Ergonomics, might intervene through means such as task 
re-design, furniture recommendations, or training. 
1 9 Though somewhat self-evident and acknowledged by almost all ergonomists, these principles 
are still worth stating. 

Good Posture Q 
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3. Both macro- and micro-adjustments to working posture and input technique are 
desirable goals. They distribute strain more evenly, give overworked muscles a 
rest, and allow immobile or statically loaded body parts to move and recuperate. 

To understand how modifying the physical interface might encourage a relaxed and 
neutral posture, I will next investigate both the hazards relating to computer configuration 
and the hazards of conventional keyboard use. These next two sections focus on how 
the interface can induce the risky operating postures outlined above. 

1.3 Ergonomics of Configuration 

1.3.1 Spectrum of Personal Computing Devices 

Within the expanding range of conventional computing devices, mobility and postural 
flexibility generally come at the expense of familiarity, affordability, and suitability for 
prolonged use: 

Figure 4 Design opportunity (circled) within the spectrum of computer use 

Ergonomic desktop workstat ions, 2 1 for example, comfortably accommodate varying 
preferences and body types, but restrict users to a single (seated) posture in a fixed 
location. Laptops, owing to their lightness, compactness, and battery power can be used 
almost anywhere in a range of postures, but impose potentially hazardous body use. 
Tablets extend the benefits of laptops by offering a natural interaction technique 2 2 and 
the ability to work while standing, but input-intensive tasks are faster and less fatiguing 
using a keyboard and mouse. P D A s are comparatively discrete and portable, but the 
small display and cumbersome input techniques make them unsuitable for anything 
other than scheduling or taking short notes. 

The discussion here will focus on ergonomic issues for P C configurations most relevant 
to this project, the desktop, laptop and tablet. 

Micro-adjustments are minor shifts such as straightening the spine, or switching from leaning 
on the left side to leaning on the right. Macro-adjustments involve switching to a different working 
posture (such as switching from sitting to standing or lying on the couch). 

The "workstation" includes both computer equipment and supporting furniture, such as the 
desk, keyboard tray, monitor stand etc. This supporting furniture is often complicated to adjust, 
expensive, and bulky. 
2 2 Handwriting and stylus input provides a more natural and direct means of interaction than 
typing and mouse use. 
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1.3.2 Desktop 

Furniture-dependence and restricting users to a seated posture are the two primary 
ergonomic shortcomings of the desktop P C . The furniture itself can prove a source of 
ergonomic hazard for desktop users as outlined in Figure 5 & Figure 7. 

Figure 5 Typical desktop typing 
posture 

Due to the height of the desk surface, many users 
who place their keyboards on the desk must work 
with flexed elbows. This can compress the median 
and ulnar nerves at the elbow and restrict blood flow 
to the hands (Hedge, 1998). 

Maintaining upwards-sloping forearms increases 
muscle loading in the upper arms, shoulders, and 
neck. The forearms sag as they tire thus placing the 
wrists in greater extension. Maintaining a neutral 
wrist posture is an effort. 

Figure 6 Negative Slope Keyboard, or lap-mounted keyboard 

The ideal typing posture minimizes both static and 
dynamic muscle loads. With the keying surface 
below the elbow and sloped slightly away from the 
user, the arms, shoulders, neck and back can relax, 
especially during brief rest pauses. The opened 
elbow angle promotes circulation to the lower arm 
and hand (Hedge, 
1998). 

Desktop keyboard 
trays rarely 
accommodate 
negative slope, opting 
instead to slope 
towards the user 
(positive slope). 
Positive slope makes 
it difficult to maintain 
neutral wrist posture, 
and can lead to 
sagging tired forearms, and heightened wrist 
extension. 

Figure 7 Positive Slope 
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1.3.3 Laptop 

A laptop's portability makes it an attractive alternative to desktops, allowing users to 
work wherever and whenever they need to. However, laptops are not appropriate for 
long-term use. "No major studies have focused on laptop computers and the potential for 
injuries. Portable computers were designed for short-duration use, yet they've turned into 
continuous-use tools. And that's a real concern , " 2 3 

By far the largest ergonomic obstacle 
for laptops is the inability to adjust the 
display and keyboard independently. 
"All workstations must have a 
detachable, tiltable keyboard. . . You 
should not use laptop computers over 
a prolonged period" (DSE 1992) 2 4 

The Display 
Regulat ions req 
to position the 
separately (BS 
"The keyboard 
separate from 
allow the user 
working position 

Screen Equipment 
uire that users be able 
keyboard and screen 
7179: Part 4:1990). 

shall be tiltable and 
the screen so as to 
to find a comfortable 
avoiding fatigue in the arms or hands 

"The most important requirement for the 
keyboard is that it is separate from the display 
screen. This is for two main reasons: 

1. There is a wide variation in the s ize 
and shape of people and no one 
arrangement of screen and keyboard 
can suit the majority of users. 

2. The keyboard virtually fixes the user's 
posture and therefore the ability to 
move the keyboard is essential to 
allow the user to change posture and 
to perform other tasks." 

(Stewart, 2000) 

The permanent hinge between a laptop's display and keyboard limits possible operating 
postures and imposes potentially hazardous body use on the user. A s illustrated in 
Figure 8 (below), the fixed relationship between the laptop's keyboard and display is 
inherently problematic: when the display is at a comfortable height and distance, the 
keyboard is not, and vice versa. 

Dr. Marvin J . Dainoff, director of the Center for Ergonomic Research, Miami University in 
Oxford, Ohio, in an interview with Martin (2000). 
2 4 The British Health and Safety (Display Screen Equipment) Regulations 1992 cover the use of 
display screens. 



Figure 8 User trying various postures to get comfortable with a laptop 

Figure 9 Who could work comfortably on a 
laptop? 

A human reverse engineered to work 
comfortably with a standard laptop based on 
ergonomic guidelines for monitor and 
keyboard placement 

The reverse engineered "laptop user" 
shown on the left (Figure 9), gives a 
humorous gl impse into the extent of the 
accommodation required to work 
comfortably on a standard laptop. 

In addition to the fixed relationship 
between display and keyboard, laptop 
users also suffer from a cramped 
keyboard that has yet to integrate 
ergonomic advances 2 5 commonly found 
amongst alternative desktop keyboards. 

When working for short periods or in 
restrictive environments (e.g. in an 
airplane), these ergonomic 
shortcomings are a minor 
inconvenience. However for prolonged 
use, the laptop's design limitations can 
cause significant discomfort and 
potential injury. Table 4 (below) 
correlates postures with hazards. 

Such as split keyboard design, tenting, etc. 
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Table 4 Summary of Ergonomic Hazards (after Hedge et al. 1996;) 

Imposed Posture Hazard (with prolonged use) 

Keyboard • Wrist ulnar deviation and extension or Injury to the hands, wrists, and 

Display 
Height 

Display 
Distance 

flexion 
• Forearm rotation and shoulder 
abduction 
• Elbow flexion 
• Elevation and static loading of arms 
and shoulder abduction to reach raised 
keyboard 

• Flexed neck, hunching over the low 
display 

Display too close, too small, 
Focal length cannot be varied 

arms 

Back, shoulder, and neck pa in 2 

Tightness in the thoracic cage 
aggravating arm and wrist 
problems 

Eye strain 

To date there has been minimal research specifically on the physical implications of 
laptop use (Diederich & Stewart 1997, Harbison & Forrester 1995, Price & Dowell 1998, 
Straker, Jones & Miller 1997). Workstations without height- and distance- adjustable 
displays are not recommended for prolonged use (Diederich & Stewart 1997). The 
laptop's design forces users to adopt compromised typing postures either through: 

• Increased neck flexion in order to see a lower display (Figure 8: b &c); and/or 
• Increased shoulder and elbow flexion, to reach a higher keyboard (Figure 8: c) 

and/or 

• Increased forward head inclination (Figure 8: b &c) 

(Straker et al. 1997a, Harbison e ta l . 1995) 

1.3.4 Tablet 

Though not yet in widespread use, the tablet configuration suits pensive & intimate 
tasks, informal postures, and mobile use (working while standing or walking). Tablets are 
particularly well suited to tasks which require limited character input such as drawing, 
reading, and web browsing. 

Though far more natural and intuitive, stylus input on a tablet-style computer is slower 
and more fatiguing than keyboard/mouse input. Using a stylus to interact with a 
traditionally positioned "upright display" statically loads the arm and shoulder and greatly 
amplifies fatigue. Hence, for stylus interaction, displays are typically placed flat (like a 
sheet of paper) on a desk or cradled in one's arm. Product weight becomes particularly 
important in this latter scenario, and excessive weight is a common complaint against 
current tablet offerings. 

Neck aches and pains are one of the biggest problems for long-term portable users (Stewart 
2000). 
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The software side of tablets can also raise numerous ergonomic questions. These are 
not addressed in this project. 

1.3.5 Alternative Portable PCs 

Since their introduction in 1979 portable computers have become progressively more 
compact & powerful, to the point now where they are widely marketed, and increasingly 
used as "desktop replacements". However despite the burgeoning growth, rapid 
obsolescence, and very considerable R&D expenditures that characterize the computer 
industry, there has been surprisingly few innovations in the forms themselves, and the 
design has evolved little. 

Some of the more interesting designs are shown below. A broader summary of prior art 
can be found in the Appendix 7: Alternative Portable PC Gallery 
(http://tim.qriffins.ca/laptop-qallery). 

"Laptops of tomorrow don't have to look like clamshel ls, 
worldwide product marketing manager for mobile systems. ' 
the clamshel l business." (Wilcox 2001) 

said Leo Suarez, IBM's 
want to move away from 

Figure 10 Selected innovative laptop designs 

a) Gary Natsume's 1997 Cranbrook thesis, a flexible laptop [source: Metropolis Oct 2000, 
p. 143] b) IBM's TransNote computer [source: http://www.ibm.com/news/ch/17-01 -01.htmll c) 
Clio (Windows CE computer [source: http://clio.com1) 

Tablets are quite common and many contain an optional, albeit poorly integrated, 
wireless keyboard. Though these add-on keyboards provide a useful alternative to 
handwritten text entry 2 7 , they tend to be clumsily integrated with the main body and are 
not an effective substitute for those who do a lot of typing. Neither laptops nor tablets 
support significant display-height adjustability. 

2 7 IBM's 730T Tablet, Fujitsu's Stylistic series (www.beacon-link.co.uk/Fuiitsu LTC-500.htm), 
Casio's Fiva, Momenta's laptop, "Walkabout Computers" (www.walkabout-comp.com/). 

http://tim.qriffins.ca/laptop-qallery
http://www.ibm.com/news/ch/17-01
http://clio.com1
http://www.beacon-link.co.uk/Fuiitsu
http://www.walkabout-comp.com/
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1.4 Ergonomics of Keyboard Use 

The conventional keyboard induces postures and keying actions that compound the 
strain of repetition. Ergonomists point to the following postures as those of greatest 
concern: 

Wrist Extension - the hand is bent upward at the wrist. A typing posture in which 
the wrists are straight (free of extension) is difficult to sustain as, without support, 
the arms tire easily. 
Wrist Flexion - the hand is bent downward at the wrist. 
Wrist Ulnar deviation - the wrist is bent toward the little finger. Ulnar deviation 
occurs when both wrists bend slightly to adjust to the row of keys (Hedge et al. , 
1996). 
Forearm pronation (or rotation). 2 8 

Shoulder abduction. 
Elbow flexion. 
Static contraction of the arm, shoulder, and neck muscles (Grandjean 1988, 
Chen et al 1994). 

Figure 11 How conventional straight keyboards impose ulnar deviation: 

a) Natural wrist posture; b) wrist posture imposed to align fingers with the keyboard 

Figure 12 a) Optimal wrist alignment; b) Extension 

The ulna and radial bones cross, reducing the volume of the channels through which the 
median and ulnar nerves pass, which may increase compression risks, causing what has been 
termed the "double-crush" syndrome. The channels achieve maximum volume when the hands 
are mid-pronate (palms vertical) and the ulna and radial bones are uncrossed. (Hedge & Muss, 
1999). 
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Typing on a conventional keyboard typically involves sustained ulnar deviation, wrist 
extension, forearm rotation, elbow flexion, and shoulder abduction. Wrist flexion can 
occur when the keyboard is too high. Though less common and less troubling than 
extension this posture is none the less concerning. 

1.4.1 Potential for 
misalignment 

Ideally users orient both the keyboard 
and monitor to their body. This is "Body 
Centered" (see Figure 13). However, the 
keyboard's asymmetry, owing to the 
placement of the numeric keypad and 
arrow keys, provides misleading visual Figure 13 Alignment of keyboard to monitor 
alignment cues. Hence it is quite 
common for users to center their monitor and/or themselves within the outer edges of 
the keyboard. This "Keyboard Centered" (see Figure 13) position leads to deviated 
hands or a rotated head, to accommodate the home-row of the keyboard lying left of the 
users midline or the screen's midline, respectively (Hedge 2000). 

Body Centered Keyboard Centered 

1.4.2 Wrist Rests 

Resting the wrists can reduce static loading of the arms and shoulders. Wrist-rests 
should only be used while not typing (i.e., while thinking, resting, or preparing to type). 
While typing, the hands and wrists should be suspended above the keyboard and not 
resting on any surface. Since even typists who are aware of this risk commonly forget to 
lift their hands to type, many RSI specialists concur that the wrist-rest's potential for 
misuse outweighs any benefits. Though very popular a few years ago, in general wrist 
rests, particularly the soft, squishy variety, should be avoided. These contour to the 
wrist, encouraging the wrists to remain planted while typing, which can lead to 
hazardous wrist-twisting movements. Research studies have not demonstrated any 
substantial benefits for wrist rests (Hedge 1996). 

"[Typing with planted wrists] forces the small tendons of the fingers to do work the big 
shoulder joints and muscles should do. It also encourages ulnar deviation, because 
[these typists] tend to reach for keys keeping the heel of their hand planted on the 
wristpad instead of properly moving the whole hand over the keyboard [with the wrists] in 
a neutral position." (Pascarell i and Quilter, 1994) 

1.4.3 Keyboard Width and Mouse Usage 

Mouse-related injury claims rose from 0 in 1988 to 326,099 in 1993 (Fogelman & 
Brogmus 1995). Mouse-related injuries are linked to mouse design and its position in the 
workstation (Hedge, 1998). Though much attention has been given to ergonomic 
contouring of the mouse, comparatively little research has investigated mouse 
placement. Recent concerns over the relationship between sustained mouse use and 
RSIs is prompting reexamination of the optimal mousing location. 
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Positioning the mouse alongside the keyboard (particularly the extra wide right side 
which has the numeric keypad and arrow keys) increases both shoulder abduction and 
wrist extension. Results from one study (Hedge, 1997), show an almost 1:1 linear 
increase in E M G (electromyographic) activity with increased shoulder abduction. Thus 
even small reductions in keyboard width hold significant ergonomic benefits. 

The standard keyboard's excessive width compromises the comfort of right-handed 
mouse use. Some remedy this problem by placing a "mouse shelf" over the numeric 
keypad; others have worked toward a narrower keyboard. The GoldTouch keyboard, for 
example, when fully tented is only 6" wide compared with the Microsoft Natural 
Keyboard's 27". Thus thoughtful keyboard design can create space for a more 
comfortable and central mouse placement. 

1.4.4 Alternative Keyboards 

The ergonomic deficiencies of the standard keyboard design have long been 
acknowledged. A s early as 1926, Klockenberg p roposed 2 9 that the keyboard be split into 
two par ts 3 0 so that typists could keep their hands in a more natural position (Nakaseko et 
al. , 1985). More recently concern over keyboard-related RSIs has prompted researchers 
and designers to put more effort into alternative keyboards (Hargreaves et al. 1992, 
Furger & Gli tman 1993, Conrad & Longman 1965). The resulting investigations 
(Nakaseko et al. 1985) and products have focused on the shape and position of the 
keyboard as a means of improving upper body and wrist posture: 

• Splitting the keybanks (see p. 41) reduces ulnar deviation; 
• Adjusting the height and tilt of the keyboard can reduce wrist extension or flexion 

and elbow flexion (see pp. 44, 46); 
• Tenting the two keybanks reduces forearm rotation and shoulder abduction (see 

p. 42). 

The increasing public awareness of RSI has lead to the visible and profitable "ergonomic 
desktop keyboard" product category. Numerous companies have designed and 
marketed a broad range of "ergonomic" keyboards 3 1 (Furger et al., 1993, Griffin 1999a). 
Their design approaches fall into two categories: 

1. Those that retain the standard Q W E R T Y layout yet adjust the position of the 
keybanks and/or keys to reduce the risk of injury (Figure 15 and Figure 16); 3 2 

2. Those that abandon the fundamentally flawed (Griffin 1999b) keyboard design 
and approach the problem of alphanumeric input from a clean slate (see Figure 
14). 

In his German book which roughly translates as Rationalisation of Typewriters and their 
Operation 
30 

Incidentally the ideas in Klockenberg's proposed design (never manufactured) have since been 
incorporated into the successful Microsoft® Natural Keyboard. 
3 1 More details on some of these approaches can be found in Appendix G: Alternative Keyboard 
Gallery (http7/tim.griffins.ca/keyboard-gallery) 
3 2 There is dissent as to whether these design interventions are effective in improving wrist 
posture during typing (e.g. Chen et al., 1994; Hedge and Ng, 1995; Honan et al., 1995; Gerard, 
1994). 
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Appendix D: History of Keyboard Design, p. 112). 

Figure 14 Alternative keyboards that abandon the QWERTY layout 

a) Twidler; and b) DataHand. Both depart substantially from the norm. 

By enabling people to use their hard-earned typing 
facility, Q W E R T Y - b a s e d keyboards have had much 
greater market acceptance than clean slate re
designs. 

Fixed split-angle ergonomic keyboards (such as the 
Logitech keyboard to the right) have become very 
popular and their designs can sometimes be stylish 
and elegant. The same, however, cannot be said for 
many of the other ergonomic keyboards on the 
market. The most flexible and adjustable of the 
alternative keyboards (see Figure 16, p. 33) are 
intimidating, inelegant, expensive, and time 

Figure 15 Logitech Cordless 
Keyboard and Mouse 

consuming to adjust. 
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Figure 16 Adjustable Ergonomic QWERTY Keyboards 

Clockwise from top-right Comfort, ErgoLogic®, Ergomax, Lexamark 

1.5 Summary of Design Context 

1.5.1 Summary of Sociological 

People are leveraging communications and 
computer technologies so they can work in 
new and different ways. Computer use is 
occupying increasing portions of the day, 
and computers are frequently being used in 
situations where the typical seated typing 
posture is either incongruent with the social 
situation or inappropriate for the task at 
hand. A s work patterns change, so do 
ergonomic requirements. 

The high value placed on mobility and 
flexibility has lead to explosive growth in the 
laptop sa les, most notably in the "desktop 
replacement" niche. Though laptops have 
grown much lighter, faster, and cheaper, the 

industry trends 

Figure 17 The First Laptop (circa 1979) 

Grid Compass Computer 1109. Designed 
by William Moggridge for Grid Systems 
Corporation 

ed hinge between display and keyboard, 

Appendix G: Alternative Keyboard Gallery (http://tim.griffins.ca/kevboard-qallerv) further 
examines the dimensions relevant to keyboard design by providing an examination and 
comparison of 35 existing commercial and prototype keyboard alternatives. This keyboard gallery 
was a starting point for exploring ways to incorporate many of the benefits of these designs within 
the constraints of a portable computer 

http://tim.griffins.ca/kevboard-qallerv
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and the accompanying ergonomic problems have remained unchanged since the 
laptop's introduction over 20 years ago in 1979 (see Figure 17, p. 33). This inflexible 
format makes laptops unsuitable for prolonged use. 

Resolv ing the dichotomy between mobility needs and increasing computer usage by 
owning multiple computers or docking stations is expensive, t ime-consuming, and still 
restricts users to fixed locations and postures for prolonged u s e 3 4 . 

Design and flexibility are slowly displacing processor speed as the value determiner in 
P C purchases. In spite of the numerous alternative ergonomic keyboards available, 
these innovations have not found their way into laptop designs. There is not a P C on the 
market today that accommodates both portability and prolonged use. 

1.5.2 Summary of Ergonomics of Computer Use 

Of the many contributors to the hazards of personal computing, only the physical 
interface lies within the industrial designer's sphere of influence. The P C ' s physical 
interface has many potentially negative impacts on the user's posture, including: 

• Sustained wrist extension/flexion/deviation 
• Forearm pronation (i.e., rotation), 
• Elbow flexion, 
• Shoulder abduction, 
• Static loading (e.g., static contraction of the arm, shoulder, and neck muscles) 
• Eye strain 
• Poor posture (hunched shoulders, flexed neck, etc.) 

The relationships between these hazards and the components of the physical interface 
have been examined. Particular attention was paid to the keyboard, as it is both a 
primary source of computing injury and one of the most challenging areas for 
intervention. 

Though numerous adjustable ergonomic keyboards are available for desktop computers, 
the designs are often complex and intimidating. The ergonomic benefits offered by these 
keyboards have yet to be incorporated into a portable P C . 

W e have examined Desktop, Laptop and Tablet configurations. All three have strengths: 
the desktop's configurability, comfort, and suitability for prolonged use; the portability 
and accompanying range of postures offered by the laptop; the naturalness and flexibility 
of the tablet. However, by itself no one configuration fully satisfies the needs of current 
"desktop replacement" laptop users. The design opportunity in this project is to merge 
the advantages of these three configurations (desktop, laptop, and tablet) plus an 
ergonomic keyboard into a single adaptive portable P C that can comfortably serves as a 
users primary, and perhaps only computer. 

In addition owning multiple computers, only one of which is in use at any given time could be 
considered needless consumption. 
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2 Design Criteria & 
Specifications 
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2.1 Introduction 

This chapter begins by summarizing the design criteria developed in the preceding 
chapter, and then f leshes out preliminary design specifications to achieve these criteria. 
The design decisions behind these specifications are guided by the knowledge and 
ideas gathered through literature reviews, study of existing products, ergonomic 
analyses, and early conceptual design explorations. These design specifications are 
summarized at the end of this chapter (p. 55) and served to guide subsequent design 
explorations and the remainder of the project. 

2.1.1 Design Criteria 

The product criteria are grouped by in four usage scenarios (In Transit, Short-duration 
Use, Prolonged Use, and Unconventional Uses). Two user-experience-related-criteria 
(Familiarity and Adjustability) are explained in further detail. 

2.1.1.1 In Transit 

The Adaptive Laptop should be compact, lightweight, easy to setup, pack-up, and carry. 
In addition it should be durable against bumps and knocks, and protect vulnerable areas 
such as the display and keypad. 

2.1.1.2 Short-duration use 

The time and thought required to set up the Adaptive Laptop for short-duration use 
should be similar to that of conventional laptops. Set-up for longer duration use can 
include further steps. 

2.1.1.3 Prolonged use 

The Adaptive Laptop should easily adjust such that the 1st through 99th percentile can 
achieve ergonomic positioning of display and keyboard (see Figure 26, p. 53 & Table 11, 
p. 109) through a range of postures (see Figure 24, p. 49) and environments (see Table 
2, p. 17). The Adaptive Laptop should have a simple and intuitive design that invites 
customization and posture changes throughout the workday. This adjustability should be 
incorporated in reliable and robust ways. Display should be sufficiently large to 
accommodate prolonged use and serve as a users primary computer. The design should 
reduce exposure to the following hazards common amongst computer users: 

• Wrist Extension/Flexion and Ulnar Deviation; 
• Forearm Pronation; 
• Elbow Flexion; 
• Static loading of arms and wrists; 
• Forward-curl and abduction of shoulders; 
• Compress ion of thoracic cage; 
• Forward Head Inclination and Flexed neck; and 
• Eye Strain (resulting either from glare from poor lighting conditions, prolonged 

fixed focal length, or poor display positioning). 
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The product should contain everything needed to achieve these ergonomic goals without 
requiring any special ized furniture. 

2.1.1.4 Unconventional use 

The Adaptive Laptop should better support (through operating postures and/or 
interaction techniques) the following tasks: 

• Display sharing 
• W e b browsing and document viewing 
• Note taking in meetings 
• Reading and document annotation 

2.1.1.5 Prioritization 

Users ' priorities depend on the scenario of use. For example, for short-duration use 
rapid access often takes precedence over comfort. 3 5 However, during prolonged use, 
comfort is of greater concern and users may be more willing to take time to adjust their 
keyboard and display. Table 5 (p. 37) rates various design metrics depending on the 
scenario of use. 

Table 5 Importance of design metrics depends on scenario of use 

Metric/Usage 
Scenario 

Display/keyboard 
protection 

Range of adjustment 

Compact & light 
weight 

Durable vs. 
bumps/knocks 

Rapid setup and 
pack-up 

Removable keyboard 

Easily attach 
peripherals 

In Short- _. , . .. Prolonged Tablet transit duration a 

**** n/a n/a ** 

n/a ** **** ** 
Legend 

**** *x * Essential **** 
Important *** 

**** ** * **** Desirable ** 

n/a **** ** n/a 
Unimportant * 

** ** **** ** 

** ** **** 

2.1.1.6 Notes on Adjustability 

The general philosophy is to accommodate varying preferences and body types by 
adapting the computer, rather than the body, to the task. Though adjustability is often 
necessary, determining the right degree of adjustability, particularly for a mass-market 
product, is a difficult challenge. Maximum flexibility is not always advantageous as it can 

For example, a complicated setup procedure would frustrate a user who just wanted to retrieve 
an address from their contact database. 
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increase product costs and can easily lead to misadjustment and (consequently) 
m isuse 3 6 . 

In addition, elegant integration of adjustability often proves challenging. Adjustability can 
easily compromise a product's compactness, reliability, usability, cost, and aesthetics. 
For example, earlier (see Figure 16, p. 33) I showed how current alternative keyboards 
provide a broad range of adjustability but do so in an intimidating, inelegant, and 
expensive format. 

2.1.1.7 Notes on Familiarity 

"Ideal" implementations usually require radical intervention, yet humans consistently 
choose familiar experiences over more efficient but unfamiliar alternatives. The 
expectations, habits, and skills that we've formed around our interactions with computers 
are complex and not easily displaced. The failed D V O R A K keyboard layout (see 
Appendix D: History of Keyboard Design, p.112) provides an example of this. Much like 
language, the devices (e.g. the keyboard and the mouse) and graphical interfaces we 
use to communicate with computers are firmly entrenched and not easily d isplaced. 
Humans, for the most part, are unwilling to face a completely foreign experience for the 
sole end of greater efficiency. Hence, it is not surprising that incremental improvements 
have greater market acceptance than wholesale redesigns. 3 7 

In the design work leading up to this M D P proposal I explored various radical re-designs 
which explored human interaction with computers from first principles (Griffin, 1999, 
1998). However, abandoning the display, keyboard and mouse (the foundation of human 
computer dialogs) required strong justification that was not forthcoming (Griffin 1999). 

The intervention must have relevance within what people know. This is particularly true 
in a product so complex and skil l-based as a computer. The objective was to address 
the concerns without creating a foreign experience, either in interaction technique, 
functionality, or appearance. Hence, preference was given to interventions that combine 
the greatest ergonomic benefit with the least relearning. 

Adjustable office chairs, for example, if adjusted at all, are frequently set 3+ inches higher than 
ergonomists consider optimal. Given the propensity for prolonged repetitive use, miss-adjustment 
is a very serious hazard for industrial designers working in this domain. 
3 7 A pertinent example of this is the dominant share of the ergonomic keyboard market held by 
fixed split angle keyboards (for an example, see Figure 15, p. 32), whose improvements are 
incremental when compared with more ideal implementations such as the DataHand keyboard 
(Figure 14 b, p.32) 
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2.1.2 Linking ergonomic problems with potential solutions 

Table 6 correlates the product requirements (see 2.1.1, p. 36) with potential design 
solutions as well as assigning each problem a "priority". 

Table 6 Correlating problems with potential design solutions 

Problem Priority Potential Solutions 

W
ris

t Extension/Flexion Vital Kbd Height; Kbd Slope; Reduce reach for 
mouse; 

W
ris

t 

Ulnar Deviation Med Split Keybanks; Keybank Separat ion; 

Forearm Pronation High Tenting; 

E 
< 

Elbow Flexion High Kbd Height; 

Static loading High Kbd Height; Wrist rest; postural changes; 
movement while working; 

: 1— 
<u 
32 

Forward Curl Med Keybank Separat ion; Display height 
o 
v> Abduction Vital Tenting; Reduce reach for mouse; 

o in w Compressed Thoracic Cage High Display height 
O i— : : w <U Forward Head Inclination High Display Distance; Display Height 
a. a. 
=> Flexed neck High Display Height 

<u >> LU Eye Strain High 

Display height; Changing focal length; 
Improve Image Quality (screen size, 
clarity, contrast, & resolution); Glare 
reduction (through swiveling display); 

in O Difficult to share display Med Swivel display; Removable keyboard 

Sc
en

ai
 

Horiz. screen wastes space 
when viewing printed pages 

Low Tablet Mode; Portrait Mode; 

Discomfort /Rest lessness Med Postural Changes; Posture suited to task 

G
en

er
al

 

Unfamil iar/Un-useable High 
Key S ize ; Keyboard Layout; Key 
Arrangement; Ease of opening & 
Adjustment 

Portable Vital 
Light weight; compact; easy to setup & 
pack-up 

The remainder of this chapter expands on and evaluates the "potential solutions" 
proposed above, as well as evaluating several solutions that can be applied to all the 
above problems such as "reducing keyboard and mouse use" and "encouraging frequent 
changes in posture". 
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The previous chapter examined how the interface can negatively impact the user's 
posture. Below I develop design criteria to minimize this impact and to encourage a 
natural posture. These specifications are d iscussed under three broad headings: 

• Ergonomic Keyboard (Section 2.2, p. 40) 
• Multi-posture & Multi-configuration (desktop, laptop, & tablet) (Section 0, p. 48) 
• Adjustable Display (Section 2.4, p. 51) 

2.2 Ergonomic Keyboard Specifications 

Keyboard and mouse use are the primary sources of repetitive movement in computer 
use; hence from an RSI perspective they are the most critical design areas. Below I 
evaluate opportunities to reduce strain for each keyboard dimension. 

2.2.1 Reduce Use 

The best way to curb exposure to the hazards of typing and mousing is to reduce or 
eliminate keyboard and mouse use. Given the need to interact with a computer, 
alternative means of interaction are desirable. Appendix A: Other Alphanumeric Input 
Techniques (p. 106) examines alternative input techniques in more detail. Handwriting 
and voice recognition are the two most promising technologies because they use natural 
modes of communication in which we are already fluent. However these technologies 
are not yet ready to completely displace keyboard and mouse use (and possibly never 
will be). 

Handwriting and stylus input in tablet mode reduces keyboard and mouse use and 
promotes different postures. Powerful handwriting recognition has been available in 
consumer products since the introduction of the Apple Newton in 1993 and is finally 
reaching a level of robustness and maturity. Microsoft will be launching a special ized 
version of its Windows X P operating system tailored for tablets that fully integrates stylus 
interaction and handwriting recognition in 2002 (Kovar 2001). Handwriting is slower than 
typing and can lead to writers' cramp; hence is not ideal for prolonged input. 

Vo ice recognition, on the other hand, despite rapid advances in accuracy and usability is 
still not ready for mainstream adoption (Burke 2000). It is cumbersome for minor 
corrections and cursor control during document revision. Additionally, voice recognition 
has several sociological barriers to ubiquitous use. For example, voice recognition is 
inappropriate for: 

• Working in a public space such as a meeting, lecture, public transit, or a shared 
office. 

• Working in noisy environments where accuracy drops substantially 
• Situations where your voice is already engaged such as taking notes during a 

conversation. 
• Entering private, personal, or sensitive information within earshot of others. 

The design specifies incorporating stylus input as means of reducing keyboard and 
mouse use, and as a more natural input technique for non-input intensive tasks such as 
reading or web-browsing. 
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2.2.2 Keybank Split-angle 

Split angle is the angle between key-banks. Commercia l split angle 
keyboards come in two forms, fixed and adjustable. Fixed split-
angle keyboards (such as Microsoft's Natural Keyboard) are by far 
the most common and least expensive "ergonomic" keyboards 
variant. They typically have a 10°-12° split angle, often 
accompanied by 5°-8° of "tenting". 

Adjustable split-angle keyboards can better accommodate varying shoulder widths. 
Narrow-shouldered users should have slightly less split angle than broad-shouldered 
users. However an adjustable split angle runs the risk of over-adjustment, leading to 
shoulder abduction. Here the minor ergonomic benefits of an adjustable split angle do 
not justify the added complexity and potential for miss adjustment. 

Though split-angle can reduce ulnar deviation (see Figure 18) by as much as 5-10 
degrees, it has also been shown to significantly reduce keying rates for non-touch-typists 
(Hedge 2000). A split keyboard is not the preferred choice for all users. 

Given the split-keyboard's significant presence in the desktop market 3 8 and the criteria of 
maintaining familiarity and reducing ulnar deviation whilst minimizing the risk of shoulder 
abduction, the design specifies a 10° fixed split-angle keyboard. Though not 
included in this project, it would be possible to have a straight regular keyboard available 
as an option. 

There are currently no commercially available laptops with a split-keyboard. 

Figure 18 How split angle counteracts ulnar deviation 
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2.2.3 Keybank Separation 

Separation refers to the distance between key-banks. Separating 
the key-banks reduces curl in shoulders and, like a split-angle can 
also reduce ulnar deviation (see Figure 19). There are both fixed 
separation and adjustable separation keyboards on the market. 

Figure 19 How separation counteracts ulnar deviation 

However, separation increases keyboard width, adds bulk to the laptop and, most 
importantly, increases the reach for an external mouse. Hence, given the criteria of 
compactness and reducing shoulder abduction the design specifies no keybank-
separation. 

2.2.4 Keybank Tenting 

Figure 20 How tenting reduces shoulder abduction and forearm rotation 

(1) With shoulder relaxed and elbows bent, the user's palms naturally face each other. 
Unfortunately the flat keyboard lies at 90° to this hand plane. (2) A s the palm flattens 
(rotates towards horizontal) to type on a flat, non-tented keyboard, the elbow naturally 
arcs outward bringing the shoulder into abduction and the wrists into ulnar deviation (3) 
Flattening the palm without allowing the elbow to arc outward (i.e., keeping the elbow at 
one's side), strains both forearms and deltoids. 

Tenting the keybanks causes the users palms to turn and face each other. A s illustrated 
above in Figure 20, tenting reduces forearm rotation and shoulder abduction. 

Fixed split-angle keyboards also typically incorporate slight fixed tenting (e.g. Microsoft's 
"Natural keyboard" tents 3°) 
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Fixing the keyboard at 30° of tenting, the minimal amount as deemed optimal by 
ergonomists (Zipp et al. , 1983) 3 9 , would prevent non-touch-typists from visually guiding 
their keystrokes. Additionally it would add an undesirable 5" of thickness to the laptop 
profile. Because of the significant ergonomic benefits of tenting, the tenting has to be 
adjustable. Given the ergonomic criteria of reducing forearm pronation, shoulder curl, 
and shoulder abduction, the design specifies adjustable tenting between 0-60040. 

2.2.5 Mice, Trackballs and Integrated Pointing devices 

Cursor control has become a central part of computer use; hence, though not a focus in 
this project, it cannot be overlooked completely. 

The Mouse has consistently shown performance 4 1 and ergonomic advantages (Baber, 
1997; Douglas & Mithal, 1997) over keyboard-integrated alternatives 4 2 . However, the 
mouse has several disadvantages in a portable context. It: 

• Requires an external mousing sur face 4 3 . 
• Must be packed-up prior to transport and unpacked prior to use. 
• C a n be lost or misplaced. 
• Is bulky (this is particularly true of ergonomic mice and trackballs) 
• Is more cost ly 4 4 (requiring a wireless transmitter, power-source, P C B , housing, 

etc.). 
• Forces users to move their dominant hand off the keyboard to control the pointer 

and possibly glance away from the display to locate the dev ice 4 5 . 

Zipp, Haider, Halpern, & Rohmert concluded that the optimal range for pronation was 0-60°, 
this translates into key-bank tenting between 30-90°. 
4 0 Increasing the tenting range to 0-90° introduces mechanical problems, but more importantly 
unless complemented by separation (ruled out earlier see 2.2.3, p 42) would induce hazardous 
wrist extension. 
4 1 The value of these performance advantages depends on the level of mouse usage and the 
frequency of alternation between typing and pointing. For example Word processing software 
requires using a mouse 33% of the time while graphics software requires using a mouse 66% of 
the time (CTD News, 5, 1996). This suggests that an integrated solution would be more 
acceptable for word processing tasks. Additionally, Selker et al. 1992 found the TrackPoint by 
allowing users to leave their hands on the home row while pointing, outperformed the Mouse for 
tasks involving frequent alternation between typing and pointing. 
4 2 Compact pointing devices that are integrated within the keyboard. Examples include 
TrackPoint, Touch Pad, &TrackBall. Track-balls though once common in laptops have the 
additional drawback of being prone to clogging and inconvenient for rapid movements across the 
screen. 
4 3 Thanks to recent innovations in optical mice, such as the Microsoft's Intellieye®, this can be 
any surface, even a pant leg. 
4 4 Though not a primary objective a lower product cost expands the potential market for the 
product. Hence cost occasionally factors into design decisions. 
4 5 Also true of TrackPads. The user's dominant hand must alternate between mouse or touch pad 
and keyboard (either visually or tactilely realigning their fingers [over the home row or pointing 
device] after each switch). The pointing device cannot be used in concert with keyed input. 
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Given that: 

• The shortcomings above make mice unsuitable for mobile and short-duration 
use; 

• An economica l l y designed mouse is generally quite thick (Anonymous 1993). A 
thin-profile mouse that could be housed within the compact enclosure of a 
portable P C would involve substantial ergonomic compromise; 

• It is impossible to accommodate the enormous diversity in pointing device 
preferences with a single device; 

The benefits of including an external mouse in the design did not outweigh the 
compromise to portability. Hence, given the criteria of compactness and rapid setup for 
short-duration use, the design specifies integrated pointing devices and stylus 
input for short-duration/mobile use and to let users choose their preferred 
pointing device for prolonged use. The product would support both B lueTooth 4 6 and 
U S B external pointing devices. Users could store external pointing devices at points of 
prolonged use, or carry the devices with them. 

TouchPad and TrackPoin t 4 7 are the two most popular and usable integrated pointing 
controllers (Loricchio 1993, Gill et. al. 1993) and laptop users sometimes exhibit strong 
preferences for one or the other. Several manufacturers, including WinBook & Dell, have 
at times integrated both controllers into a single laptop in an effort to maximize the 
appeal of their product. The design specifies that users should be able to choose 
between TouchPad and TrackPoint, either by a) including both, or b) by allowing 
users to choose at the time of purchase. 

2.2.6 Keyboard Height 

I f 
1 

Keyboard height is crucial to typing 
comfort, affecting the angle of both elbows 
and wrists. Too high a keyboard induces 
elbow and wrist flexion, whilst an overly 
low keyboard with positive slope can 

induce wrist extension (see below). 

The resting-surface rather than the keyboard itself controls 
keyboard height. However, in the case where there is not a 
table or keyboard tray at the correct height or slope for 
typing, both mobile and off ice 4 8 users need to be able to rest 

Figure 21 How height 
affects wrist and elbow 
postures 

BlueTooth is a low-cost intra-device wireless communications protocol that doesn't require line-
of-sight. 
4 7 TrackPoint is a finger-operated rate-controlled joystick originally developed by IBM's Ted 
Selker. It allows full mouse control without removing your hand from the home row of the 
keyboard. Knockoffs are available from multiple vendors under names such as Accu-Point, 
Pointing Stick, etc. 
4 8 Though office workers can usually adapt to a fixed-height typing surface by raising or lowering 
their pneumatic chair, in some extreme cases a low surface may squash the legs of tall users' or 
a high surface may leave shorter users with their legs dangling. 
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the keyboard on their lap (see Figure 22, p. 45) in order to avoid cramped or dangling 
legs. A n added benefit of a lap-supported keyboard is that users can frequently vary 
their focal length and reduce eyestrain simply by moving their chair within their 
workspace. Hence, given the criteria of reducing wrist extension, elbow flexion, and 
eyestrain; and the criteria of comfortable prolonged use in a range of environments the 
design specifies a detachable keyboard that offers a range of placements, 
including the user's lap and standard keyboard tray, thus allowing users to work 
comfortably regardless of their environment. 

Keyboard on Lap vs. Keyboard on Desk 

Large Man at Low Desk 
(99 Percentile US Population) 

Small Woman at High Desk 
(1 Percentile US Population) 

Figure 22 Typing on lap to accommodate varying table-heights 

Keyboards generally 
rest on a table; 
however, table heights 
are rarely adjustable 
and are frequently at 
an inappropriate 
height for typing. 
When placed on the 
user's l ap 4 9 the 
keyboard is at a 
comfortable typing 
height. Supporting this 
use scenario allows 
tall users to work at 
low desks and small 
users to work at high 
desks (see Figure 22). 

Since this approach employs the user's body as furniture, restricting their ability to stand up at 
will, it is seen as a short-term stop-gap measure. 
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2.2.7 Keyboard Slope 

Slope refers to angle of the plane of keys 
off horizontal. Positive slope angles the 
keying surface towards the user 5 0 . 
Posit ive slope improves keyboard 

visibility (for non-touch typists), but increases wrist extension 
(see Figure 23). Negative slope angles the keying surface 
slightly away from the user and provides optimal wrist 
alignment. 

S lope adjustment is usually accompl ished via an adjustable 
keyboard tray. Unfortunately, few keyboard trays provide 
sufficient slope adjustment to optimally accommodate a 
range of users (Hedge, 1998). Furthermore, the keyboard 
will often be placed on non-adjustable tables or on the 
user 's lap. Therefore given the criteria of minimizing exposure to hazardous wrist 
postures the design specifies that the detached keyboard should allow slope 
adjustment even when tented. 

Figure 23 How slope 
affects wrist posture 

2.2.8 Keyboard Layout 

Keyboard layout refers to the mapping of keys to letters. The Q W E R T Y keyboard's 
evolution, technological influences, and ergonomic shortcomings are examined in 
Appendix D: History of Keyboard Design (p. 112). Attempts at layout reform, most 
notably the Dvorak layout, have had negligible adoption rates despite their claims of 
substantial (35% [Dvorak et al, 1938]) efficiency improvements. 

Revis ion of keyboard layout was not considered a relevant design decision in this 
project. Rev ised layouts may improve efficiency, but do little to address the more 
pressing RSI contributors such as wrist posture. Additionally users who so desire can 
easily switch keyboard layouts via key-remapping software. Hence, given the criteria of 
familiarity, the design specifies the familiar albeit imperfect QWERTY layout. 

2.2.9 Key-arrangement 

Q W E The placement or arrangement of keys impacts the types of 
reaching within the hand and can induce awkward wrist and finger 
movements. Early typewriter manufacturers offset rows of the 
keyboard so as to simplify the mechanical connection between 
keys and print heads. These offset rows have led to asymmetrical 

hand use and unnatural wrist and finger contortions particularly in the right hand. Some 
say these compound the keyboard's already steep learning curve and hazardousness. 

a r i a 
*ixi<n Q-{W|E) H5n<n 

A S D 
Z X c 

50 Workers often angle the keying surface towards them (Hedge, 1998) 
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While improved symmetry between right and left hands (see Figure 85, p. 113) might 
speed learning, it would also impede those with existing typing skill. Given the criteria of 
familiarity, the design specifies minimizing deviation from the standard key-
arrangement. 

2.2.10 Keyboard Width and Reach for External Mouse 

Minimizing keyboard width is necessary for compactness and has 
the additional benefit of reducing the reach for Mouse users. 
Given the criteria of compactness and minimizing shoulder 
abduction the design specifies leaving out a dedicated 
numeric keypad. Though essential for some users (e.g. 

accountants), for many the numeric keypad is unused bulk with the side effect of 
increasing shoulder abduction during mouse use. Conventional laptops have a special 
mode wherein the regular keys become the numeric keypad. Those who rely on a 
dedicated numeric keypad can purchase one as a peripheral accessory. A n external 
numeric keypad has the added benefit of allowing users to individually tailor the 
keypad's placement. 

2.2.11 Key Size 

Laptops often achieve compactness by reducing the key-size but this 
decreases accuracy, familiarity, and comfort. Ergonomists 
recommend 20mm between key centers (Sanders & McCormick 
1993). Given the criteria of familiarity and comfort for prolonged use, 
the design specifies full size keys with 20mm between centers. 

2.2.12 Wrist rest 

Wrist rests should only be used while not typing (i.e., while thinking, resting, or preparing 
to type), and in this capacity offer relief to static loading in arms and wrists. S ince even 
typists who are aware of this risk commonly forget to lift their hands to type, it is 
important that any resting surface included for hands, not encourage use once typing 
resumes. Research studies have not demonstrated any substantial benefits for soft, 
squishy wrist rests (Hedge 1996). The best wrist rests are broad and flat to enable the 
hands to glide over the surface while typing. Given the criteria of reducing static loading 
of arms and wrists the design specifies a broad, flat, and firm wrist rest that does 
not encourage use while typing. 

2.2.13 Key Resistance 

Appendix F: Keystrokes & Tactile Respons iveness (p. 120) summarizes the ergonomic, 
technical, and manufacturing concerns in optimizing tactile responsiveness of keyed 
input (e.g. switch types, key resistance, and key travel). Though an important ergonomic 
consideration, key resistance was determined to be outside the scope of this project. 
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2.3 Multi-posture & Multi-Configuration Specifications 

This project proposes a design for an ergonomic portable P C that: 

• Accommodates a broad range of operating postures (sitting, standing, lying, etc. 
see Figure 24, p. 49); 

• Quickly accommodates micro-adjustments 5 1 within a posture and macro-shi f ts 5 2 

between postures; and 
• C a n quickly and easily transition between its three configurations: desktop, 

laptop, and tablet. 

2.3.1 One Posture Is Not Enough 

One of the few things all ergonomists T a b , e 7 B e n e f i t s o f p o s t u r a l Variation 
agree on is that frequent posture 
changes increase comfort, reduce strain, j s g e n e r a | | v a d v i s e d t h a t f r e q u e n t p o s t u r e 

and reduce the risk of injury (see Table changes help reduce computing discomfort. 
7). Everyone has a preferred working These postural changes are best supported by 
posture. Often this varies throughout the an adjustable workstation" (Jacobs & Bettencourt 
day depending on the task 5 3 , the 1995). 
environment 5 4 , and the social si tuation. 5 5 

In addition to reducing the risk of RSI , "Users should vary their posture throughout the 
varying operating posture can help workday by adapting their workstations through 
mitigate some of the problems the range of suitable postures for their body-
commonly associated with prolonged type" (Kroemer 1989, p.279). 
sitting, such as back-pain (Paul 1997, 
Car te r& Banister 1994). "Users should take frequent breaks, vary their 

seated posture and/or rotate between differently 
. . . . . . . i§ adjusted workstations throughout the day." 
Anecdotal ly, the author has spent the ( C a r t e r & Banister 1994) 
last 6 years doing the much of his 
computing work lying on his back and „ T h e b e s t e i s t h e n e x t e „ ( P a u | 

found that this unconventional posture 1997) 
provides a useful alternative to sitting proviaes a userui alternative to sitting 
that mitigates back, neck, and wrist pain and improves concentration. 

5 1 Micro-adjustments are minor shifts within a general posture, such as straightening the spine, or 
switching from leaning on the left side to leaning on the right. 
5 2 Macro-shifts involve switching to a different general posture (such as switching from sitting to 
standing or lying on the couch). 
5 3 PC 's are no longer just for office work, and are commonly used in a wide range of tasks such 
as reading or watching the news. Sitting upright is not always the most comfortable or intuitive 
posture for the task at hand. (e.g. drawing suggests a different posture than word-processing) 

4 Telecommuting and home offices may force users to accommodate their posture to the limited 
furniture at hand. 
5 5 Using a laptop while lying on the couch may be inappropriate at the office, but perfectly 
acceptable in friend's living room. 
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2.3.2 Non-Standard Postures 

The use of less formal operating postures is likely to grow in tandem with the growing 
use of computers outside the office environment. Figure 24 shows the six general 
postures the Adaptive Laptop intends to support along with percentage estimates of the 
time likely to be spent in each. With few except ions 5 6 , each postures supports desktop, 
laptop, and tablet modes. Each general posture includes numerous variants. For 
example, "sitting on floor", though illustrated cross- legged and upright, would also 
include leaning back against a wall with one leg extended. 

a) Lying on back b) Lying with head propped 

c) Stand ing f) Lying on front 

Figure 24 Inventory of general postures supported by the Adaptive Laptop. 
(Along with estimates predicting the percentage of time Adaptive Laptop users would 
likely spend in each general posture) 

Fixed-posit ion desktop computers require a seated posture. This is also the most 
familiar, and by far the dominant working posture for laptops. However, unlike desktops, 
laptops can be, and commonly are, used in many of the other postures show in Figure 
24. However, the conventional laptop's design does not allow ergonomic adjustment 

"Lying on back" cannot be used in laptop or tablet modes; "Lying with head propped" cannot be 
used in desktop mode; and "Standing" requires a waist high surface to support the keyboard and 
display. 
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within any of these general postures, and its inflexibility limits the range of micro-
adjustments available within a given general posture. 

2.3.3 Multi-configuration 

The design should support desktop, laptop, and tablet configurations: 

1. Desktop - Keyboard and display adjusted independently; 
2. Laptop - Keyboard is linked to display though they may both still adjust. 
3. Tablet - Keyboard is either removed or folded away in lieu of stylus input 

Table 8 Overview of the benefits of each configuration (Desktop, Laptop, & Tablet) 

W 

/ \ \ 

• Detachable keyboard 
• Standing 
• Sitting 
• Lying 
• Keyboard separates from 

the display 
• Each can be adjusted 

independently 

Though closely tied to the goal of supporting multiple postures and body types in diverse 
environments, the tablet configuration in particular has the added benefit of reducing 
keyboard and mouse use and allowing more natural interaction for tasks such as 
annotating, drawing, or reading. 

Switching between configurations needs to be straightforward and quickly achievable. 
Examples of these transformations include removing and reattaching the keyboard, or 
flipping the display and removing the stylus for tablet mode. 

During prolonged use, ergonomic concerns have increasing prominence and users will 
be more willing to spend time to adjust the keyboard and display. However, the design 
would be remiss to focus exclusively on prolonged use, as portable computers are 
commonly employed for quick tasks such as checking one's email or retrieving an 
address. In these instances rapid access is more important than comfort or range of 
adjustment. 

A s the device will be used in many situations throughout the day the design also seeks 
to address the issue of adaptability to location (see Table 2, p. 17). 

• Short-duration 
• Constrained 

environments 
• Convenient 
• Adjustable 

height 

use 

Display 

• Increasingly popular 
• Work while standing 
• Al lows more intimate uses 

& less formal postures 
• Suits limited character 

input tasks (such as 
Drawing, Reading, Web 
browsing, annotating) 
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Given the criteria of reducing exposure to hazardous postures (through postural variation 
and alternative input techniques) and better support for emerging P C uses the design 
specifies support for desktop, laptop, and tablet configurations in each of the 
postures illustrated in Figure 24 (p. 49).57 

2.4 Adjustable Display Specifications 

Given the requirement of being able to work for prolonged periods in diverse 
environments, the ability to tailor display height, distance and orientation should not 
depend on the availability of special ized furniture. Hence, display adjustment needs to 
be incorporated into the laptop itself. 

2.4.1 Importance 

A s d iscussed earlier, a poorly adjusted display can contribute to back, neck, and 
eyestrain, and can induce body postures that further increase the hazards of repetitive 
finger and wrist movement. 

Display adjustability becomes even more important for mobile users. The less control 
one has over one's environment (e.g. lighting, seating, table height) the more adaptation 
one requires from the computer 5 8 . With desktop P C s , users or office ergonomists can 
carefully control the furniture, lighting, and placement of input/output devices. However, 
when mobile, the environment (furniture, lighting, and space within which to adjust the 
display and keyboard) is less controllable and may even be in flux. For example, a user 
might try to work in an uncomfortable cramped bus seat with lighting conditions that 
change whenever the bus rounds a corner. At other times the user may try to work in a 
restaurant, hotel-room, or even an airplane. 

Users need to be able to work as comfortably as possible given the environment 
available to them. Hence given the criteria of comfort for prolonged use in a range of 
environments the design specifies integral display adjustment. 

2.4.2 Display Size 

A 17" display, currently the most common desktop display size, is sufficiently large to 
serve as full-time "desktop" display, yet not so large as to create a burdensome laptop 
package. Additionally since a 17" monitor is roughly the same width as the full-size split 
keyboard as specif ied above, a larger display would extend the laptop's width beyond 
that already required by the keyboard. Hence given the criteria of prolonged use and 
serving as the user 's primary computer, the design specifies a 17" display. 

Exceptions: laptop or tablet modes can not be used while "Lying on back": Desktop mode can 
not be used while "Lying with head propped"; and "Standing" requires a waist high surface to 
support the keyboard and display in desktop and laptop modes. 
5 8 Hence portable computers really should be more adjustable than desktops. 
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2.4.3 Height 

Most ergonomists agree that lower displays are less strenuous on the visual system and 
that higher displays increase neck and upper back comfort. There is however dissent as 
to whether lower displays add visual comfort at the expense of the neck and upper back 
(Turville et al. 1998, Sommer ich et al., 1998, Ankrum 2000). Appendix 6 contains a 
summary of "Monitor Height Recommendat ions". Given the widespread consensus on 
the benefits of variation (Paul 1997, Carter & Banister 1994, Kroemer 1989, Jacobs & 
Bettencourt 1995), it is safest to accommodate both high and low monitor positions. 

2.4.4 Distance 

Display distance controls the user's focal length and should be adjusted to achieve the 
greatest clarity with the least eyestrain. The ideal distance depends on factors such as 
the individual's eyesight and the clarity, contrast and size of the image. Ergonomists 
suggest that a distance between 16-36" will accommodate most users under most 
conditions. 

2.4.5 Angle (or Tilt) 

The variables affecting the display are viewing angle and distance. Given adequate 
lighting conditions, the optimal viewing angle is 90° to the line of sight (Straker & 
Mekhora 2000). 

2.4.6 Swivel (or Yaw) 

Swiveling the display is useful for sharing the display with others 5 9 ; accommodating poor 
lighting conditions; sharing one's attention with another task (such as a book, an 
audience, or a line of customers) 

2.4.7 Zones of Use 

The suitability of a posture depends on the duration of use. Figure 25 (p. 53) illustrates 
the zones that are optimal, acceptable, or hazardous for prolonged u s e 6 0 for the 
extremes of the population (99 t h percentile male and 1 s t percentile female). These 
diagrams represent ergonomists' recommendations for monitor and keyboard placement 
in three zones "Optimal", "Acceptable", and "Hazardous" 6 1 . A reas outside these zones 
are considered "unusable", such as a monitor placed too distant to see, or the keyboard 
placed out of reach. 

Assuming a display technology which supports good viewing angles (see Appendix C: Display 
Technologies, p. 110) 
6 0 Prolonged use exposes users to the greatest risk of injury. 
6 1 These zones were defined based on a survey of display height recommendations in the 
ergonomics literature. See Appendix B: Summary of Monitor Height Recommendations (p. 109) 
for more details. 
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Figure 25 Optimal, Acceptable, & Hazardous zones of use (1st & 99 th percentile) 

Superimposing the two diagrams yields a range of screen adjustment that would 
acceptably accommodate the 1 s t through 99 t h percentile in laptop m o d e 6 2 (Figure 26). In 
desktop mode the keyboard and screen are adjusted independently, and the surface 
height of external furniture has a much greater bearing on the product's adjustment. 

Figure 26 Aggregated zones of use (1st & 99 th percentile superimposed) 

Sanders & McCormick (1998) caution that "frequently the technical problems involved in 
accommodating the extreme cases are disproportionate to the advantages gained in doing so" 



Small WOman (Source: The Measure of Man anaWoman, New York 1993) Large Mail 
(1st Percentile US pop.) (99th Percentile US pop.) 

Figure 27 Zones of use for seated cross-legged users (1 s t & 99 t h percentile) 

These zones of use can also be applied 
to the other general postures cataloged 
in Figure 24 (p. 49), hence yielding a 
more complete analysis of the product's 
display adjustment requirements. 

Given the criteria of supporting 
unconventional uses such as display 
sharing, and the criteria of reducing 
eyestrain, compression of thoracic cage, 
forward head inclination and neck 
flexion, the design specifies height, 
angle, and swivel adjustment of the _. „„ _ , - . . 
display to accommodate the 1 s t F,gure 28 Zones of use for ly.ng posture 

through 99 t h percentile. 
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2.5 Summary of Design Criteria & Specifications 

In summary, the design should support a wide range of postures 
(sitting/standing/lying/walking), configurations (desktop/laptop/tablet/shared-display), and 
body types (1 s t through 99 t h percentile). A s noted above, adjustability is necessary in 
both the keyboard and the display. This adjustability should be judiciously integrated so 
as not to compromise the product's compactness, reliability, usability, cost-effectiveness, 
or aesthetics. The design will not include peripherals such as C D - R O M or Floppy drives 
which can instead be connected externally via U S B , Firewire, or BlueTooth. This 
approach allows for a compact, yet expandable central core containing only the 
processor, display, speakers, and input devices. 

Screen 
• light weight (reduces 

balance problems) 
• as thin as possible 
• height adjustable 
• possibly uses ambient light 

to reduce backlighting K e y b o a r d 

requirements . f u „ s i z e k e y s 

• detachable 
• comfortable on lap (wide edges) 
• tenting (recommended by ergonomists 

however it increases keyboard thickness 
& slows hunt & peck typists therefore it 
must be adjustable) 

• "home row" hand placement must be 
equidistant from edges for tented use 

• compact & thin 
. sides should tent symmetrically 

Figure 29 Summary of design requirements 

Wristrest 
• encourage use when resting 
• discourage use while typing 
• thin as possible 
• possibly optional attachment 

tablet mode 
• can be used without 

keyboard 
i thin and light as possible 
• grips for thumb and hand 
• intuitive stylus storage and 

removal 

The keyboard should be detachable from the screen and incorporate full-sized keys, a 
fixed split-angle, and adjustable tenting. Users should be able to place the keyboard on 
a desk, a keyboard tray, or their lap. The keyboard tilt should be adjustable on each of 
these three surfaces. The keyboard should offer a choice between the two most popular 
and usable integrated pointing devices (TrackPoint or TouchPad) . The keyboard should 
be as narrow as possible for compactness and to accommodate a healthy mouse 
placement, hence will not include a numeric keypad or key-bank separation. The wrist 
rest should be broad, flat, and firm and should not encourage use while typing. 

The 17" adjustable display will accommodate height and distance adjustment for the 1 s 

through 99 t h percentile. When the keyboard is detached ("Desktop Mode") the display 
should accommodate the "optimal" zone. Given that Laptop Mode would commonly be 
employed for shorter work periods, the display need only adjust to accommodate the 
"acceptable" zone in laptop mode. The display should support rapid access for short-
duration use and ease of adjustment for prolonged use. 
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3 D q s i c i n Process 
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3.1 Introduction 

The context, ergonomic considerations, and design criteria for the project have been 
d iscussed. This section describes the progression from criteria to final design concept. 
Below are descriptions of the steps taken in developing and evaluating potential 
resolutions to the criteria, and refining the most promising concept. 

The design process is presented as a sequence of annotated illustrations showcasing 
the design ideas, exploratory techniques used, and key design decisions. These 
illustrations are grouped into two sequent ia l 6 3 phases: Exploration & Development, and 
Refinement & Integration. The combined sections illustrate the project's progression 
from early concepts to final design concept. 

Phase 1: Exploration & Development—This phase explored and evaluated diverse 
approaches to resolving the design specification developed in Sect ion 2 ("Design 
Criteria", p. 35). This broad unfettered exploration was arguably the most precious to the 
design process, and the resulting understanding and vision informed and guided the rest 
of the project. The techniques used included brainstorming, group critique, and informal 
usability inspections. The tools supporting these techniques included sketches, sketch 
models, 2D/3D C A D models and mechanical working rigs. 

Phase 2: Refinement & Integration—This second phase f leshed out Phase 1's "rough 
concept" into a potential final realization. From this point forward, design effort was 
spread between refining the individual components and integrating these components 
into a cohesive whole. The major chal lenges in this second phase included: 

• Achieving a balanced yet striking form across the product's numerous 
configurations. 

• Ensuring a consistent formal language across all components of the design 
• Accentuating the affordances through shape and color and providing visual cues 

to communicate the usage and function of product features as is important for 
products with multiple configurations 

• Proposing colors and determining the placement of components. 

Sketching, sketch models, 2D/3D C A D , sketches atop printed C A D renderings, working 
rigs, and working models were the primary visualization tools in this second phase. 

Design process rarely follows a straight path from A to B and this project was no exception. 
Titling this section "Design Activities" might have lessened the implications of prescient sequence 
that are misleading and poorly represent the design process. However, since sequential 
presentation is unavoidable in a written document, it seemed pointless to pursue the more 
obscure yet apt term "Activities". 
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3.2 Phase 1: Exploration & Development 

A s ev idenced by the illustrations below, the design work of this first phase was largely 
course grained and conceptual. The goal was to develop and explore potential solutions 
in sufficient detail to determine the most promising direction for further refinement. The 
del iverable for this phase was a rough concept for the function, configuration, and 
adjustment of both the P C and its keyboard. 

First we d iscuss the Basic PC Concept then go on to d iscuss the Basic Keyboard 
Concept. 

3.2.1 Basic PC Concept 

Concep ts for the P C enclosure and screen adjustment were first explored through 
sketches (see Figure 30 below) and 2D C A D (see Figure 31). 

Figure 30 Examples of sketched concepts for display adjustment 
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Figure 31 Early 2D CAD explorations 

From here seven of the more promising P C concepts were further developed and 
explored through physical sketch models (Figure 33 through Figure 38), 3D C A D , and 
2D anthropometric analyses (see Figure 32). This work culminated in the final 
Telescoping Arm Concept that was further developed in Phase 2. 

Figure 32 Examples of 2D anthropometric analyses 

Develop a device that can compensate for the potentially uncomfortable working 
postures imposed by differing environments (poor furniture, lighting conditions, etc.). 
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The integrated stand concept (Figure 33) 
was the first attempt at height 
adjustability. Address ing the keyboard and 
display as separate yet connectable 
pieces, this concept did not al low any 
display adjustment in laptop mode, and 
was compl icated to unpack into its 
desktop mode. In tablet mode the 
keyboard is left behind leaving the screen 
unprotected. 

6 

Figure 33 Display with integrated stand 
and detachable keyboard 

Laptop 
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The curved stand concept (Figure 34) 
was distinctive but proved" impractical 
because of limited height and angle 
adjustability, and lack of screen 
adjustability in laptop mode. 

Figure 34 Curved stand concept 

The slide-out tablet concept (Figure 35) 
though height adjustable in laptop mode 
was inelegant, and provided no distance 
adjustment. A l so , because it is 
removable, the display/tablet contained 
all the electronics and the battery, thus 
making the design concept overly top-
heavy and unstable. 

Figure 35 Slide-out tablet concept 
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4 

The folding book concept (Figure 36) was 
compact and familiar, but had a seam 
down the center of the display, was time-
consuming to setup in desktop mode, and 
failed to support an open-and-use laptop 
configuration. 

Figure 36 Folding Book Concept 

5 

The sliding adjustor concept (Figure 37) 
limited d istance adjustment. It a lso relied 
on an adjustment mechanism that 
thickened the display making a reliable 
and elegant connect ion between base and 
the display a chal lenging, if not impossible 
engineering problem. 

^ 1 

r l 1 
1 I L 

m 
- -

1 mU 

- igure 37 Sliding adjustor concept 
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Figure 38 Dual pivot-arm/friction-hinge 
concept 

Though eventually rejected, the dual 
pivot-arm friction-hinge concept (Figure 
38) was explored in signif icant detail. It 
al lowed quick, intuitive and easy display 
adjustment and kept the bulk of the 
weight in the base. The primary 
d isadvantages were: the raised display 
tended to wobble while typing in laptop 
mode; it was difficult to reliably, 
economical ly, and elegantly connect the 
display and base via cable; the display 
moved towards the user when raised 
(height and distance can not be 
adjusted independently); and, the arms 
encroach on the typist's wrists when in 
laptop mode. 

S o m e of these d isadvantages were 
redressed in further development of this 
concept. 

Though ultimately abandoned, many of 
the ideas developed in the dual pivot-
arm concept such as the thumb brace in 
tablet mode, and the friction hinge 
pivots were incorporated into the final 
telescoping arm concept (see Figure 
39) . 
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7 

The final telescoping arm concept holds 
major benefits over other concepts, 
including an increased range of height 
and distance adjustment, and the ability to 
swivel and share the display. In addition 
the te lescoping arm is thick enough to 
enc lose a stretchable (telephone cord
like) cable connect ing display and base. 
This connect ion strategy is low-cost and 
can reliably withstand repeated extension 
and swivel ing. 

i 
Figure 39 a) Telescoping Arm Concept & 
b) Stretchable connecting cable 

Telescoping arm allows many modes of use, including standing (d) 
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3.2.2 Basic Keyboard Concept 

Adjustable Tenting: Unlike desktop keyboards, the Adaptive Laptop's keyboard 
alternates between use and transport. Hence users need to be able to quickly adjust the 
keyboard for use, and flatten it for transport. Most tentable alternative keyboards 
(http://tim.qriffins.ca/keyboard-qallerv) place the onus on users to ensure symmetry 
between their separately adjustable key-banks. In this project, much effort was put into 
ensuring the keybanks automatically tented symmetrically and numerous potential 
mechanisms were explored. Six of these are illustrated in Figure 40. 

Connect ing both halves via a gear proved the simplest, thinnest, and most reliable 
option. Further discussion of the gearing system is provided in Figure 59 (p. 80). 

http://tim.qriffins.ca/keyboard-qallerv
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e) Snap together at tip f) Geared Compass 

Figure 40 Tenting adjustment mechanisms 
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c) TouchPad and shaped arrow keys d) Touch-pad below keypad, arrow keys to side 

e) Cut-away for battery and for chest for f) Experimenting with TouchPad placement 
typing while lying down and key shapes 

Figure 41 Evolution of the keyboard layout 

t 
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Figure 41 shows the evolution of the 
keyboard layout. Explorations include 
sketching, 2D & 3D C A D . Assess ing a 
keyboard layout with flat drawings or 
computer printouts proved difficult, so 
several vacuum formed prototypes were 
made to assist with this task. The final 
layout is shown in Figure 41 e&f Much 
thought was given to the layout and 
placement of keys. The larger (17") display 
s ize provided some flexibility by allowing 
sufficient room for a split keyboard. 
However, the full s ize keyboard still 
needed to be shrunk, and the widths of the 
right and left keybanks needed to be 
e v e n e d 6 4 so as to avoid lop-sided tenting 
keyboard layouts included: 

Figure 42 Vacuum formed keypad with 
largely flat styling clay wrist-rest 

. Other concerns in exploring potential 

• Placement of TouchPad, and TrackPoint mouse buttons 
• Integration of arrow keys, page-up, page-down, etc. 
• Poss ib le integration of numeric keypad (eventually abandoned, see 2.2.10, p. 47) 

Figure 43 Potential layouts were tested using flat printouts, cardboard mockups, and 
vacuum formed plastic 

Tenting in various typing postures: Some typing postures are particularly well suited 
to tenting. Figure 44, for example illustrates how tenting provides a natural wrist posture 
for typing while sitting, s tanding 6 5 , and lying down. 

Figure 44 Sitting, Standing, & lying while typing on a tented keyboard 

On conventional keyboards the right key-bank contains more keys and is significantly wider 
than the left 
6 5 Supporting the keyboard while standing, however proved a difficult problem and standing is not 
a typing posture supported by the final concept 
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3.2.3 Interesting Explorations not incorporated into the final design 

Two promising design explorations - wrist-rests and wall mounting - merit inclusion in 
this document despite their exclusion from the final design. 

Wrist rest: The ideal wrist-rest would provide a comfortable resting place for idle hands, 
yet would become uncomfortable once typing resumed. 

A number of design explorations were undertaken to try to achieve this. Figure 45 shows 
some explorations with shaped wrist rests. I was unable to find ergonomic research on 
how tenting affects wrist rest requirements. More detailed exploration and research 
would be needed to determine whether or not these designs achieve the stated goal. 
Were they to prove viable, clip on "flattenable" wrist rests (Figure 45 d) made from a 
shaped plastic mesh could be an optional accessory. 

Figure 42 (p. 68) explores a largely flat wrist rest. This exploration with a vacuum formed 
keypad lead to the wrist rest shape included in the final design (see Figure 61, p. 8 2 ) 

Figure 45 Experiments with solid and compressible shaped wrist-rests. 
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Wall Mounting: If wall-mounted, the Telescoping-arm concept could accommodate 1 s t -
99 t h percentile, sitting, standing, or lying, all from a single mount point. The wall mount 
option could be for walk up use terminal or just a space-saving alternative to a desk. 
While seated, and lying users could support the keyboard on their lap, I was unable to 
devise a satisfactory means of supporting the keyboard without furniture for standing 
users. 

Scale 10:1 (Source; The Measure of Man and Woman, New York 1993) 

Figure 46 Single wall mount accommodates sitting, standing, and lying work postures 

A clip-in wall-mounting bracket might come packaged with the laptop or be available as 
an accessory. This wall-mount could provide a convenient storage space and the 
bracket could double as the charging unit. 
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3.3 Phase 2: Refinement & Integration 

This second phase of the design process fleshed out the "telescoping arm concept" and 
"geared tenting keyboard concept" into the potential final realization shown in Figure 39, 
p. 64. This illustration labels the major components of the final design, and introduces 
the terminology used through the remainder of the document. 

A portable, adjustable, multi-configuration, ergonomic P C is a particularly complex 
product and a challenging aesthetic and design undertaking. The many components of 
the design must: 

Fit together, thus imposing constraints on shape and size 
Work through multiple configurations 
Look good on their own or in combination 



Figure 47 Labeled Parts Diagram 
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Figure 48 Sketches exploring display shape 

Display Shape: The single telescoping arm dictates an asymmetrical design. The 
juncture where the arm attaches to the screen needs sufficient girth to enclose the 
adjustment mechanisms, friction hinges, and cable connections. This thick area is 
accentuated forming both a handle for opening and adjusting the display and an "inkwell" 
or "sheath" for the stylus. 
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Figure 49 Refining Display shape 

3.3.1 Transitions between modes 

Transition between modes: One prototype 
experimented with a design that opened on different 
seams for tablet and laptop modes (see Figure 50). 
Interestingly, informal assessmen ts showed this I C W ^ M I i

s ^ — ^ i ^ g 
approach to be highly confusing. A s a result I opted for 
a single opening seam. Users could then orient the P C Figure 50 Prototype with rear 
for their desired mode of use after noting the seam access for tablet mode 
placement of keyboard and screen. This approach 
does not force users to make a decis ion before they have enough information and 
avoids the resulting opportunity for error. It had the additional benefit of simplifying the 
design and creating a more unified aesthetic with just a single seam to accentuate. 

Base: The base needs to provide access to the P C s internals for upgrades, diagnosis, 
and minor repairs and needs structural rigidity (which can be enhanced through 
shaping). The design ach ieves both objectives through a circular accent that ties the 
removable battery and the removable a c c e s s cover (see Figure 51, p. 75). 
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Feet: Figure 51 shows a quick study in the shaping and placement of feet. These raised 
feet on the base stabi l ize the P C on slightly uneven sur faces. These feet would likely be 
covered with a thin rubber non-slip pad to prevent scratching of the surface. 

Figure 51 Experimenting with shape and placement of feet 
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3.3.2 Keyboard 

Multiple Keyboard Versions: T o u c h P a d and 
TrackPoint are the most popular integrated pointing 
controllers and laptop users somet imes exhibit strong 
preferences for one or the other. Severa l 
manufacturers, including WinBook & Dell , have at 
t imes integrated both controllers into a single laptop in 
an effort to maximize the appeal of their product. 
Though considered for the Adapt ive Laptop (see 
Figure 52a), this dual approach increases laptop cost 
and, with a split keyboard, leads to three sets of 
mouse buttons 6 6 , which w a s deemed to be too many. 

To avoid clutter and cost I've specif ied two keyboard 
versions: O n e with a central T o u c h P a d (Figure 52 b), 
and the other with two TrackPoint st icks (Figure 52 c), 
one for each hand. The TrackPoint under the non-
dominant hand would control scroll ing, a task in which 
it exce ls (Zhai et al. 1997). 

Though split keyboards are popular amongst those 
who prioritize ergonomics (the market segment most 
likely to purchase this P C ) , many users disl ike the split 
layout. It would be possible and possibly desirable to 
include an interchangeable conventional "straight" 
keyboard as an option for the adaptive laptop. 

a) Both TrackPoint & TouchPad 

c) T o u c h P a d Only 

Figure 52 Keyboard Variants 

With a conventional straight keyboard either hand can use a centrally located TrackPoint. 
However accommodating both left- and right-handed users on split keyboard requires a 
TrackPoint and mouse buttons in each key-bank. Though reachable from the TouchPad, the 
TrackPoint buttons proved to be awkward; therefore we decided to add another set of mouse 
buttons for the TouchPad. 
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Comfort on lap: The left and right s ides of the keyboard have rounded edges to 
improve comfort when supported on the user 's lap. 

Figure 53 Keyboard's rounded edges improve comfort on lap 

3.3.3 Integration of Keyboard and Base 

1 \ I ^ « J 

Figure 54 Exploration of keyboard shape with base 
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Figure 54 shows how sketches, C A D printouts, and sketches atop these printouts were 
used to refine the integration of keyboard and base. Figure 56 (p. 79) shows the 
evolution of the C A D modeling, and the interplay between the shape of the base, battery 
and keyboard. The keyboard derives some aesthet ic inspiration from the butterfly (see 
Figure 54). This analogy is reflected in the keyboard 's adjustment and shape. 

Battery placement: A s the densest and heaviest component, the battery helps 
counterbalance the moment of the raised display and is placed towards the front of the 
laptop, as far as possible from the display. This placement (see Figure 83, p. 110) and 
also provides easy a c c e s s for changing the battery. 

Speaker placement: Though often found in the display, the Adapt ive Laptop's speakers 
are integrated into the base so as to maximize the avai lable screen a rea without 
increasing the d imensions of the unit. Figure 56 (p. 79) shows how the speaker detailing 
evolved. 

Flip-able Keyboard: In tablet-mode the keyboard is fl ipped and re-inserted upside down 
thus providing a smoother surface for the arm and protecting the keyboard from 
accidental key presses. Figure 57 shows the keyboard and base in upright and fl ipped 
modes. The keyboard communicates wirelessly with the base. The keyboard 's internal 
battery re-charges off the main battery when the keyboard is inserted to the base (Figure 
55). 

Figure 55 Connectors allow the keyboard's battery to re-charge when "docked" in the 
base. 



Figure 56 CAD Keyboard integration with base (speaker, battery, and detailing) 

Figure 57 Keyboard in base upright & flipped (final design) 

Figure 58 Bottom view of keyboard showing living hinges 
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Figure 59: CAD explorations of geared tenting system 

Release Button 

Figure 60 Tenting Release Button 
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3.3.4 Keyboard Adjustment 

Adjustable tenting is achieved by three mechanisms: conical gear, ratcheting 
mechanism, and living hinge. 

Conical Gear: The keyboard's split angle means the gear needs to be conical. The 
diameter of the gear impacts the thickness of the keyboard. Therefore to keep the 
keyboard as thin as possible the gear must be placed towards the vertex of the "V" (see 
Figure 59, p. 80). Pushing the base of the key banks together increases the tenting 
angle. The conical gears ensure that the two key-banks tent symmetrically. 

Ratcheting Mechanism: A spring loaded ratchet pin automatically re-latches into the 
conical gears preventing the tenting-angle from decreasing under the pressure of typing. 
Though unnecessary during steep tenting, this ratcheting mechanism is required at small 
tenting angles. A release-button (see Figure 60, p. 80) disengages the ratchet pin 
allowing the gears to move freely so the keyboard can be flattened easily. This 
adjustment is vastly simpler and cleaner than the complicated and intimidating 
adjustable ergonomic keyboards d iscussed earlier (Figure 16, p. 33). 
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Figure 61 Tilt adjustment is 
controlled by the curved side 
and the "tilt flaps" 

Living Hinge: The base of the keyboard incorporates 
an injection-molded living hinge (Figure 58, p. 79). 
This keeps costs down (no assembly, cheaper tool, 
improved longevity & reliability) and allows for a 
thinner profile than other hinging mechanisms. A 
single flexible indirect full-travel membrane swi tch 6 7 

(Griffin 1999c) covers the whole keyboard, thus 
eliminating the need for cabling connecting the two 
keybanks. 

Tilt flaps: The keyboard's curved outer edges 
combined with the friction-fit tilt f laps allow tilt-
adjustment of the tented keyboard. 

Materials: The tactile quality of the materials is 
another important design consideration for the 
keyboard. Products in intimate contact with the hand 
should feel soft, be breathable to deter sweat build-up, 
and resist the wear of long-term use. Tilt flaps, and 
possibly the rounded edges of the keyboard, would be 
made from rubberized material thus deterring slipping. 

Component placement: The keyboard's printed 
circuit board, battery and touch-pad are all housed in 
its centerpiece. If space was problematic the battery 
could be placed within the wrist rest. 

Consists of three layers of punched flexible polymer sheets (typically polyester) sandwiched 
together. Circuits are silk-screened with conductive silver ink on both the top and bottom 
membrane layers. The middle "spacer" layer separates the two circuits. Holes punched in the 
spacer are located such that key presses deflect the top circuit to connect with the bottom circuit. 
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3.3.5 Display Adjustment 

Connecting Base & Display: A stretchable telephone-cord-l ike coil connects the 
display to the base, housed inside the concentr ic tubes of the te lescoping arm (see 
Figure 62). This provides a simple, low-cost, connect ion that can reliably withstand the 
required swivel ing, height-extension, and rotation. 

Figure 62 Stretchable Telephone-cord like connector joins base and display 
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sfTe*t£n&y 

The adjustable display is des igned to maximize the range of 
avai lable postures, avoid glare without contorting the body, 
and to facilitate display sharing. The telescoping display-
arm allows rapid height, tilt, distance, and swivel adjustment 
without fiddling with cl ips or knobs. Adjustment, locking, and 
tracking of the arm are controlled via the grooves and 
indents in the notched top-arm (see Figure 64) and three 
spring-loaded ball bearings 
housed in the lower arm. This 
allows users to easi ly share their 
display with col leagues, reduce 
glare, or vary focal length 
throughout the day. 

The combined display, arm, & 
ball-joint should be as lightweight 
as possible thus increasing the 
stability of the raised unit and 
increasing the distance to which 
the display can be extended 
without requiring surface support 
(see Figure 83, p. 110). 

Figure 64 Notched arm 

Figure 63 Sidearm Detail 
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Figure 65 Display angle adjusts through 3 positions in Portrait 
mode (via ball joint) 

Exploring alternative approaches Test-rig for Spring Foot 

Spring Display 
Stand bends away 
in tablet mode 

Foot Detail of Spring 
Display Stand 

Figure 66 Evolution of the spring display stand 
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Portrait mode: The display can be swiveled into portrait mode. In portrait mode the 
display angle can still be adjusted via three pre-set friction notches in the ball joint (see 
Figure 65). 

Spring display stand: The spring display stand supports the outer corner of the display 
in portrait mode. Its special boot-like shape prevents loop-de-loop display rotations 
(which, if repeated, could eventually damage the connector cable). The spring combined 
with the " U " shaped cut-away in the spring holder, al lows the display stand to bend out of 
the way to enter tablet mode (see Figure 66). 

Exploring Pen P lacements 

Sheath and Pen 

Figure 68 Pen development 

The feather-like pen shaft is accented yet 
integrated into the display unit. Its flexible 
"feathered" end f lexes into the users thumb and 
forefinger thus making it easy to remove. It a lso 
rests securely in the hand while writing (Figure 
67), and prevents the pen from rolling away 
when placed on a desk. The feather shape 
al ludes to writing quills of former t imes. 

The pen has a clear place, hence is missed, 
though not jarringly so, in its absence. 

Figure 67 Feathered end rests 
against hand while writing 



Figure 69 Subtle Color explorations 
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4 Design Description 
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4.1 Product Overview 

d) Keyboard Fl ipped 

Figure 70 Keyboard placement 
in tablet mode 

The Adapt ive Laptop's flexible des ign lets users work 
on their own terms: The unique telescoping arm 
facilitates positioning the display at the most 
comfortable height, distance and angle. U s e it like a 
laptop, typing on the full s ize ergonomic keyboard; 
Detach the keyboard to use it in your workspace in lieu 
of an ergonomic workstation; Fold it into tablet format 
and write directly on the display to interact with your 
applications. 

Tablet mode (see Figure 70) uses handwriting and 
stylus input to decrease the amount of time spent 
typing and mousing. In tablet mode the keyboard can 
be left in place, removed to reduce weight, or flipped 
over to avoid accidental key presses. 

4.1.1 Styling 

The Adapt ive Laptop's styling strives to balance the 
asymmetry and strong vertical e lement of the basic 
"telescoping arm concept" (see Figure 39, p. 64) 
through a strong curved horizontal ridge across the top 
of the screen. 

Color shifts accentuate the Adapt ive Laptop's 
af fordances68. For example the keyboard flaps, the 
stylus, the bottom arm, and the display's top-ridge/grip 
are all accentuated through color. 

Form is a lso used to accentuate affordances. For 
example, the top ridge (which serves as the main point 
of contact for opening the laptop, raising or adjusting 
the display, and carrying under one 's arm) provides a 
beefy handgrip. Dimpling on top edge further 
communicates this grip-like function. Similar dimpling is 
used on the base between the two speakers to help 
communicate the handgrip and thumb rest in tablet 
mode. The screen can be extended slightly in tablet 

mode so f ingers from the cradling arm rest on the housing rather than the screen 

Affordances are the parts or aspects of the product that can be adjusted or moved. 



4.1.2 Materials 

The base and screen enc losures 
would be made from a thin-walled, 
lightweight, impact-and wear-resistant 
polymer with electromagnetic 
shielding. The Bottom Arm and the 
Top Notched Arm require strength 
and l ightness hence would likely be 
thixo-molded from magnesium. 

The keyboard tilt-adjustor f laps would 
be made from a rubberized material to 
help prevent the keyboard from 
slipping. A similar material might a lso 
be appl ied to the outer edges of the 
keyboard. 

The Rubber ized Top Grip should be 
soft to the touch and would 
presumably be made from some kind 
of santoprene blend. 

The stylus' feather-shaped shaft must 
be flexible to al low e a s e of removal. 

The keyboard 's base needs to be 
from a material that supports a living-
hinge whilst maintaining scratch 
resistance, impact resistance and a 
high quality f inish. F i 9 u r e 7 1 Cross-legged woman with Laptop 

Figure 72 Portrait Mode 
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Figure 73 Adjusts within the confines of an airplane seat (Laptop & Tablet modes) 



Figure 74 Writing on desk in tablet mode with tented keyboard to side 

Figure 75 Man carrying laptop 
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4.2 Product Features 

The design supports laptop, tablet, desktop, presentation, kiosk, s ide-v iew point of sale, 
and portrait configurations (see Figure 76). 

Portrait Mode (Front View) Desktop Mode (Rear View) 

Figure 76 Product shown in different modes of use 

Users can choose between typed (keyboard) and written (stylus) input. Users can be just 
as comfortable browsing the web at a coffee counter as they are working at their desk or 
giving a bus iness presentation. 
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Table 9 Summary of Product Features 

Configurations 

Keyboard 

Display 

Design 

Laptop: display adjusts while attached to the keyboard; 
Desktop: Keyboard can detach from display; 
Tablet: Screen flips and keyboard can be removed or stored 
upside down; 
Standing workstation: Maximum display height 29" (this 
accommodates the 99 t h % male's 27" waist to eye height); 
The adjustable display allows for different modes: 

o Swivels to share display for informal presentations; 
o Moves aside so it can be referred to without 

obstructing your view of the audience during a formal 
presentation. 

Adjustable tenting (touch-typists can adjust tenting up to 60° to 
reduce stress on hands, wrists and forearms. The keyboard is 
also easy to flatten allowing a slim transportable package and 
maximum visibility by hunt-and-peck typists. 
Fixed split angle reduces ulnar deviation; 
Variable tilt; 
A choice between two keyboard versions (TrackPad or 
TrackPoint), accommodates users' differing cursor control 
preferences; 
Fits on most 26-28" keyboard trays, almost any desktop, or on 
the users lap; 
Narrow footprint (12.5" when open, 6.5" when fully tented) 
reduces the reach for an external mouse; 
Increases comfort and reduces fatigue from unnatural wrist 
positioning; 
Minimal learning curve from conventional keyboards; 
Al lows hands and wrists to assume a natural alignment. 
Tendons don't have to pull around corners decreasing overall 
friction and irritation. 

Self-supporting height, and depth adjustability; 
Swiveling helps avoid glare and facilitate sharing. 

Distinctive appearance, functionality, and colors; 
Wel l suited to both home and office environments. 



Final Concept (Projected Views — Foldout) 
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5.1 Summary 

Chapter 1 showed how the sociological fabric of contemporary computer use, 
technological advances, and industry trends suggest a market opportunity for a P C 
design that merges Desktop, Laptop, and Tablet formats. This chapter highlighted how 
conventional computers expose computer (and particularly laptop) users to risks and 
determined that improving the portable P C s range of postures, ergonomics within 
postures, and ease of switching between postures would help reduce those risks. 
Chapter 1 also analyzed several pertinent keyboard and P C designs proposed or 
implemented by others. 

Chapter 2 laid out Design Criteria arising from the contextual and ergonomic information 
in chapter 1 and developed resolutions to these criteria in the form of Preliminary Design 
Specif icat ions. 

These Preliminary Design Specif ications formed the basis of the design work outlined in 
Chapter 3. Design exploration occurred into two sequential phases: Phase 1: Exploration 
& Development (which lead to a rough concept for the function and configuration of the 
keyboard and laptop), and Phase 2: Refinement & Integration (which refined this rough 
concept into the final proposed design). 

Chapter 4 presents the final design through renderings and short text descriptions and 
communicates the products function, usability, and design intent. 

The proposed design meets the project's objective of a portable P C that meets the 
needs of the expanding breadth of computer use and accompanying ergonomic 
requirements. The notion of a "desktop replacement" laptop is not new - laptops sporting 
large displays and keyboards have been successful ly marketed under this label for 
years. However, to the author's knowledge, this is the first laptop-like P C design that 
truly lives up to that label by meeting the chal lenges of ergonomic prolonged use in 
variety of use environments. The design allows users to adjust the keyboard and display 
so as to reduce: 

• Ulnar deviation (by introducing a split-keyboard); 
• Forearm pronation, elbow flexion, shoulder abduction (by tenting the keyboard); 
• Neck flexion and increased forward head inclination (by providing easy and rapid 

height adjustment in both desktop and laptop modes); 
• Wrist extension/flexion and elbow flexion, (by designing a keyboard that users 

can rest on their lap if the desk height is not ideal); 
• Eyestrain (by allowing variable display distance and focal length, even in laptop 

mode); 
• Shoulder abduction and wrist extension (by decreasing the keyboard footprint 

and consequently the reach for an external mouse); 
• All of the above (by allowing tablet/stylus use for appropriate tasks, thus reducing 

mouse and keyboard use). 

Furthermore the design makes it easy to switch postures. Users can easily vary their 
usage patterns throughout the day thereby giving over-worked muscles a break and 
distributing the strain of repetition more evenly throughout the body. 
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Knowledge workers are regularly working in locations other than behind their office desk. 
When working in environments outside their control users need a flexible and adaptive 
computer so as to avoid redressing environmental shortcomings by adopting bad 
postures. 

Through this M D P I have illustrated how and why the design and configuration of laptop 
and desktop computers induce hazardous postures. I have outlined numerous 
modifications to the physical computer interface that could reduce the risk of RSI ; I have 
made the case for supporting non-standard operating postures, display sharing, and 
switching between configurations (desktop/laptop/tablet); and I have incorporated all of 
these into an elegant and compact portable P C . At the very least this project points to 
the need for current laptop designs to be improved and hopefully the design work in this 
project will provide guidance as to how this should be accompl ished. 

5.2 Further Recommendations 

5.2.1 Ergonomic Research 

To date, no major studies have focused on the potential for injury with laptop computers 
(Martin 2000; Harris & Straker 2000, Diederich & Stewart 1997, Harbison & Forrester 
1995, Pr ice & Dowell 1998, Straker et. al, 1997). 

Given the s ize and growth rate of the laptop market and the hazardous operating 
postures imposed by current laptop designs, this type of study is long overdue. 

5.2.2 Usability Research 

The proposed design, in addition to being subjected to the rigors of ergonomic 
assessment , should also be evaluated through standard HCI usability techniques such 
as Usability Walk Throughs etc. (Griffin, 1999) 

5.2.3 Mechanical Engineering Research 

Depending on the degree of elevation, the display may jiggle while typing in laptop mode 
on an unsecured surface such as the user's lap. Users can reduce jiggling by lowering 
the display; however, an interesting area for further research would be to explore ways 
of dampening this jiggling so as to minimize the disturbance to users. 

The feasibility of achieving the specified enclosure s izes (see "Section Views" Figure 78, 
p. 96) would require more specif ic technical analysis addressing concerns such as circuit 
board size, wall-thickness, and cooling requirements. Additionally, detailed resolution of 
enclosure s izes, component placement, materials specifications, and adjustment 
mechanisms may necessitate alterations to the conceptual design. 
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5.2.4 Market research 

The viability of an "ergonomic" niche within the laptop market needs investigation. This 
product could either be marketed as an adjustable laptop, or a portable desktop. 

5.2.5 Other Recommendations 

Use of term "Desktop Replacement" (frequently found in marketing literature for laptops) 
should be reserved for laptops that are at least as well suited to prolonged use as an 
ergonomic desktop P C . Manufacturers should seek less misleading terminology for what 
are really just standard laptops with full-sized keyboards and display. 
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Overview 

Appendices A - C contain information supporting some of the significant design decisions. 

Appendix A: Other Alphanumeric Input Techniques (p. 106) provides an analysis of 
alternatives to the keyboard for alphanumeric input. More information on this subject can 
be found at (http://tim.griffins.ca/writinqs). 

Appendix B: Summary of Monitor Height Recommendations (p. 109) provides 
supporting information for the range of display height adjustment and also illustrates the 
lack of consensus amongst ergonomists on this issue. 

Appendix C: Display Technologies (p. 110), Though the proposed design is possible 
using L C D s , a rapidly emerging new display technology, Organic Light Emitting Displays 
(OLEDs) , offers significant benefits, most notably substantially reduced weight. A s a 
lighter display would increase the ease and range of display adjustment, O L E D s could 
provide a valuable opportunity for the design. 

Appendix D: History of Keyboard Design (p. 112) Emphas izes the degree to which 
technology can negatively influence design decisions, the potential longevity of a poor 
design, our unwill ingness to relearn entrenched skills, and the difficulty of displacing an 
establ ished standard. This case study also serves to emphasize the importance of 
incremental innovation (the approach taken in this project). 

Appendix E: Evaluation and Testing Techniques (p. 115) provides examples of how 
Checklists, Subjective Analysis, Observational Analysis, Experimental Measurement 
Techniques, Metrics, and Design Assessment can be applied to the portable P C design 
process. These usability techniques informed the design process phase of the project. 

Appendix F: Keystrokes & Tactile Responsiveness (p. 120). Though of no direct 
relevance to the design decisions of the project, tactile responsiveness is a vital 
ergonomic design consideration, and would become increasingly relevant in later stages 
of design. This section provides sufficient background information for communicating 
with manufacturing engineers about this process. An expanded version of this appendix 
can be found at (http://tim.griffins.ca/writings) 

Appendices G & H overview the significant design work done by others in the fields of 
ergonomic keyboard and laptop design. They are to be viewed via the U R L s supplied. 

Appendix G: Alternative Keyboard Gallery (http://tim.griffins.ca/kevboard-qallery) 

Appendix H: Alternative Laptop Gallery (http.//tim.griffins.ca/laptop-qallery) 

http://tim.griffins.ca/writinqs
http://tim.griffins.ca/writings
http://tim.griffins.ca/kevboard-qallery
http://http.//tim.griffins.ca/laptop-qallery
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Appendix A: Other Alphanumeric Input Techniques 

Designers have at t imes abandoned the fundamentally flawed keyboard design and 
approached the problem of alphanumeric input from a clean slate. 

Chord Keyboards are an example of "clean slate" re-design of alphanumeric input. 
Chord keyboards use memorized key combinations rather than individual keystrokes to 
input characters. This simplifies motor coordination, as each finger only needs to 
coordinate its movements around a single key rather than the 4-10 keys per finger of the 
conventional keyboard. Simplified motor movements lessen the learning curve 
(McMulkin and Kroemer, 1994; Lu and Aghazadeh, 1992). Most successful 
implementations have been in contexts where no current keying technology was 
available as in the first two cases below. 

• Stenographers such as courtroom scribes have long used chordic keyboards, 
though the output is phonetic shorthand rather than an alphabet. 

• The U.S. post office also introduced chordic keyboards in the 1960's to enter 
numbers for mail sorting (Rosenberg, 1994). 

• Conrad and Longman (1965) compared two keyboards used for postal sorting 
over a period of four weeks. In this special ized application, the chord keyboard 
was learned faster (12.5 vs. 20.4 days) and was faster in operation. 

• Bowen and Guinness (1965) compared 12-chord, 24-chord, and standard 
keyboard for input to a semi-automatic mail sorting system. They found that the 
chord keyboards sorted more mail, and that the 12-chord keyboard was superior 
to 24-chord keyboard. 

• Gopher et al. (1985) studied the effect of different arrangements of chord keys on 
performance. They found that chording was fastest when the keyboard was 
vertical and participants could use symmetrical chord shapes, and worst if 
participants were required to use homologous fingers. 

Each chord requires the user to shape their hand into a specif ic posture, which 
communicates a unique meaning to the machine. Baber, (1997) observed that with 
conventional chord keyboards, forming the gestures, the chord shapes, seems to be 
problematic, and reasoned that priming likely occurred at the level of hand rather than at 
the level of the fingers 

There has yet to be any significant research into how chordic keying in which multiple 
keys are pressed simultaneously, alters risk of repetitive strain. 

Table 10 Comparison of Chordic and Conventional Keyboards 

Chordic 

Requires "knowledge in the head", 
making it impossible to type without 
memorizing keying patterns. This requires 
training. 

No keyboard geography to learn; 
No inter-key movement; 
Must associate finaer combinations (hand 

Conventional 

Provides "knowledge in the world" 
(Norman, 1988) through labeled keys 
which allow "hunt-and-peck" typing for 
untrained users and facilitates the entry of 
obscure symbols such as: ~ | { A . 

Touch typists must memorize the 
locations of a large number of keys and 
learn and refine their inter-key motions. 
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postures) with their meanings. 

No contorted reaches. 

Staggered keying and repeated strokes 
make the number of possible entries 
virtually limitless. 

Many reaches are awkward and many 
keys are out of reach from the home row; 
Limited number of keys within easy reach. 

Combinatorial keystrokes (ctrl, alt, shift) 
extend the keyboard's range, but add 
complexity to the physical interface. 

Numerous original input techniques were explored in the lead up to this M D P . Though 
maturing rapidly, most "revolutionary" alternate input technologies such as voice 
recognition and data gloves are still plagued by problems. Some of the more interesting 
approaches include: 

Input From Fingers: A number of researchers have been exploring innovative ways of 
using the hand input. For example: 

• In their FingeRing project, Fukumoto et al., (1997) used finger mounted micro-
accelerometers transmit impact pulses across the skin to wrist-mounted 
receivers that transmit the pulse along with finger identification to a palm top 
computer. 

• Other companies are using special gloves with fiber optics to measure the angle 
of fingers and the posture of the hand. Additional information, such as pressure 
against the fingertips can be provided through thin film resistors mounted inside 
the gloves. A major problem with using hand postures for alphanumeric input is 
lack of tactile feedback. 6 9 

Input From Mouth & Face: A form of input named "voiceless speech, " interprets lip 
motions via a lip-reading camera or myoelectric signals. Another analyses facial 
expressions to trigger input signals. These approaches are currently in experimental 
stages. 

Spoken Input: Vo ice recognition is plagued by recognition errors e.g. differentiating 
"might" from "mite", " 6 2 n d " from "60 second", and, until recently, required users to speak 
in a broken and unnatural way that has lead to cases of RSI of the vocal cords. Despite 
this, voice recognition is arguably the most promising alternative to the keyboard. 
Spoken input is very rapid, overcomes the keyboard's steep learning curve and is 
arguably the most efficient and natural medium of communication. However, it has long 
been acknowledged that the advent of competent voice recognition will not be the death 
of the keyboard. People, particularly those with typing skill, will likely still prefer keyboard 
input for: 

• Working in a public space such as a meeting, lecture, public transit, or a shared 
office; 

• Working in noisy environments where voice recognizer accuracy drops 
substantially; 

• Situations where your voice is already engaged such as taking notes during a 
conversation; 

Ergonomists have struggled for years with this problem in membrane keyboards and have yet 
to resolve it adequately. 
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• Minor editing and cursor control when revising documents; 
• Entering private, personal, or sensitive information within earshot of others. 

Handwriting Recognition: Handwriting & stylus input in tablet mode reduces keyboard 
and mouse use and promotes different postures. Powerful handwriting recognition has 
been available in consumer products since the introduction of the Apple Newton in 1993 
and is finally reaching a level of robustness and maturity. Microsoft will be launching a 
special ized version of its Windows X P operating system tailored for tablets in 2002 
(Kovar 2001) that fully integrates stylus interaction and handwriting recognition. 
Handwriting is slower than typing and can lead to writer's cramp; hence it is not ideal for 
prolonged input. 

Consumer Acceptance of Alternative Keyboards 

Industry and consumer acceptance is a key issue surrounding the introduction of novel 
input devices or techniques. Incompatible infrastructure is a major deterrent to the 
adoption of innovative technologies. For computer input, the supporting infrastructures 
include not only intra-device communication protocols, but also, and perhaps most 
importantly, the many hours of learning put in by people all over the world. The more 
complex an interface, the less willing users will be to re-learn that skill. Touch-typing is 
arguably the most complicated widely learned physical interface, and few people will 
willingly relearn such a complex skill without compelling motivation. 

A new design's advantages must be sufficiently compell ing and empowering to justify 
relearning a complex skill—the benefits must warrant the effort. For operating systems, 
the notion of a "killer-app" (an application so attractive that users willingly migrate to, and 
learn, a new operating system) is widely accepted. Likely a similar phenomenon exists 
with alternative keyboards: Until they provide meaningful advantages, these new 
keyboards will remain fringe alternatives. Speed increases alone are insufficiently 
motivating for users to adapt (Dvorak et al., 1937), New capabilit ies, for example, are 
more meaningful than speed increases. Excepting the Twiddler (which offers wearability 
and single handed operation), the only meaningful advantage offered by commercial ly 
available keyboard alternatives is a decreased risk of RSI . Hence only those who find 
the threat of RSI sufficiently motivating will switch. 

Of the techniques summarized above the most promising approach would be a 
combination of handwriting (for editing and situations where voice input is inappropriate) 
and voice recognition (for commands and rapid prolonged input). However, this is not 
feasible given the current state of voice recognition technology. For this project 
handwriting recognition provides a useful alternative to keyboard and mouse use. 
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Appendix B: Summary of Monitor Height Recommendations 

Table 11 Summary of Monitor Height Recommendations (after Straker & Mekhora, 2000) 

Recommended by 
OSHA(1991)T 
Canadian Standard 
Association (1989)t 
Grandjean et al. 
(1983)t 

Grandjean (1988)t 

Dellemen & Berndsen 
(1992)t 

de Wal le ta l (1992)t 

Standards Australia 
(1990)f* 

Kroemeretal. (1994)* 

Ankrum & Nemeth 
(1995)* 

Bergqvist et al. 
(1995)* 

Burgess-Limerick et 
al. (1996)* 

Kumar (1994)* 

Reasons Monitor height 
- The top of display is at eye level 
- The top of display is at eye level 

- A t 90-115 cm from the monitor 
center to the floor 
- A t -2-15° inclination from the 
vertical plane 

-Within visual gaze (15° below 
horizontal line) 
- The monitor center is at 0-15° 
below the horizontal line 

- The monitor center is at eye 
level 
- The top of the display should not - Preventing fatigue of head and neck 
be above horizontal eye level, and after long period of VDU work 
the center should not be higher - Allow comfortable viewing zone 
than 40 cm above the desk 

- Less postural load on neck muscles 

- Most frequently preferred 

- To prevent head and neck being in 
the flexion posture 
- Less load moment on neck posture 
- Fewer symptoms of subject 
- Favorable neck angle 
- Better working posture 

- Much lower than eye level with 
backward inclination 
- The top of display is at least 15° 
below horizontal eye level 

- Much lower than eye level 

- 30° inclining backward and the 
bottom of the monitor at the desk 
level 

- The monitor center is at 35° 
below the horizontal line 

Lie et al (1995, 1997)* - The monitor center is at 45° 
below the Frankfurt line 

- Allow direct visual gaze 

-Wide r range of head and neck 
movement in the sagittal plane 
- Allow head and neck to be in 
neutral position with downward gaze 
angles 
- Reported low frequency of neck-
shoulder discomfort among VDU 
users 
- Wider range of head and neck 
movement in the sagittal plane 
- Closer to the preferred gaze angle 
- Less degree of head in extension 
and neck in flexion 
- Less discomfort 
- Less EMG of trapezius and 
sternoclidomastoid muscles 
- Better visual view 
- Fewer negative symptoms 

t Categor ized as high monitor position (HMP) 
* categorized as low monitor position (LMP) 
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Appendix C: Display Technologies 

L C D d isp lays 7 0 are hard to make and therefore expensive, accounting for as much as a 
third of a laptop's cost. While L C D s are getting lighter and cheaper all the time, some 
emerging technologies could lead to dramatic improvements in the flat display screen. 
Researchers and companies are working hard to make displays thinner, lighter, and less 
power-hungry. S o m e noteworthy examples are: 

Elnk 
Ritek 
Rol lTronics 
Universai Display 
Cambr idge Display 
Kodak Screen 

Telescoping 

M , 

The Importance of a light weight 
display 

A lightweight display holds 
numerous benefits for the 
proposed design. In addition to Figure 83 Illustration of display weight 
lowering the overall weight of the 
laptop, it allows the display to extend further without disrupting the balance 

Base 

OLED Structure 

Mitel Cttufe i K , I D VOC 

Figure 84 Structure of Organic Light Emitting 
Displays 

The OLED Structure is very simple: an 
electrode, organic emitters, and then another 
electrode. This is vastly simpler than LCDs 
that require backlights, diffusers, and 
polarizers. 

thin, bright and efficient. 

Organic Light Emitting Displays 
(OLEDs) 

The most promising near term 
technology is the Organic Light Emitting 
Display (OLED) (Shim, 2001). 

O L E D is an emissive display technology 
based on thin organic light-emitting 
films. Thin f i lm-based O L E D s have area 
emitters that can easily be patterned to 
produce flat-panel displays. O L E D s are 
self-luminous and unlike L C D s don't 
require backlighting, which is a major 
drain on laptop batteries. O L E D s have 
very low power requirements and are 

End result: a thinner and lighter display with far lower power consumption. In addition, 
organic light-emitting diodes shine much brighter than their conventional rivals and are 
visible even in daylight. Other advantages include: 

An excellent introduction to LCD technology can be found at 
http://marqo.student.utwente.nl/ei/misc/lcd fag.htm 

http://marqo.student.utwente.nl/ei/misc/lcd
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• Wide viewing angles ( > 160deg); 
• Fast response (10 microseconds); 
• Thin and lightweight; 
• Potential for low cost manufacturing (Low temperature processing technology 

and compatibility with flexible substrate displays); 
• Environmental friendliness (reduced power consumption and no need for 

mercury-containing backlight assemblies). 

When will these be on the Market? 

Barry Young of DisplaySearch, a market-research firm based in Austin, Texas, claims 
that 30 firms have announced plans to produce O L E D displays (Anonymous 2001 d). 
Sony recently showcased a prototype organic electro-luminescence (OEL) laptop display 
and DuPont Displays has announced their intent to start up an O L E D passive matrix 
L E P factory in As ia by September 2001. Toshiba expects to begin volume production of 
O L E D in April 2002 (Shim 2001). By 2003 Sony intends to start selling 20-30-inch O L E D 
television displays (Anonymous 2001d). 

Problems with OLEDs 

O L E D s still have problems with nonuniform color over time. Reds and blues die first, 
leaving a very green display. Currently Cambridge Display Technology has achieved the 
longest lasting color with its polymer displays, achieving a working life of 100,000 hours 
for red and 30,000 hours for green and 1,000 hours for blue. 

More information on O L E D can be found at: 

• http://www kodak.com/qlobal/en/professional/products/specialProducts/OEL/pass  
iveDisplays.jhtml 

• http://www.zdnet.com/pcmag/news/trends/t981123a.html 
• http://www.emagincorp.com/archives.htm 

http://www
http://kodak.com/qlobal/en/professional/products/specialProducts/OEL/pass
http://www.zdnet.com/pcmag/news/trends/t981
http://www.emagincorp.com/archives.htm
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Appendix D: History of Keyboard Design 

The sordid history of the Computer Keyboard: how poor design can long outlive the 
short-term technological obstacles that influenced it. 

Table 12 Timeline of Keyboard Development 

1828 Burt's typographer - slower than handwriting 

1853 Handwriting speed record - 30 words per minute 

1868 Sholes, Gl idden and Soule Type-Writer - designed for 2-4 fingers 

1870s Typing speed > 57 w.p.m. 

1872 Q W E R T Y Keyboard (Sholes, Glidden and Soule) 

1876 Frank McGurr in developed first 'touch typing' system 
Typing reduces handwriting-induced pen paralysis, loss of sight, and 
curvature of the spine 

1926 Klockberg proposes split keyboard design in his German book 
"Rationalisation of Typewriters and their Operation" 

1943 Dvorak criticizes Q W E R T Y layout, and proposes alternative. 

Though clearly badly designed for current needs and technologies, the conventional 
keyboard and Q W E R T Y layout have changed little since their 1872 invention by C . L. 
Sholes. The Q W E R T Y layout was originally designed to follow the arrangement of type 
in a printer's case, and to contain the word T Y P E W R I T E R ' in the top row to assist 
salespeople. Sho les later altered his original layout to reduce the then frequent key jams 
by separating common letter pairs (digrams) to decrease the likelihood of striking 
neighboring keys successively (the principal cause of key jams). At the time, this less 
efficient layout led to a net increase in productivity since typists spent less time 
untangling key jams. Though advances in typewriter technology made Sholes ' worries 
over key-tangles short-lived, the Q W E R T Y layout remains the dominant layout to this 
day. 

Subsequent analysis of the Q W E R T Y layout found that it overloaded the weaker left 
hand and overworked certain fingers while under-working others. In addition, too little 
typing occurs on the home row and the layout requires excessive alternation between 
rows (Dvorak et al, 1938). 7 1 Economic theorists cite the Q W E R T Y layout as an example 
of standardization occurring too soon after the technology's introduction (David, 1985). 
They usually cite August Dvorak's layouti as the standard that should have been 
adopted. The substantial practice required to become proficient in a new layout, 
combined with the Q W E R T Y ' s enormous user base, has cemented the Q W E R T Y ' s 
overwhelming dominance. 

Layout inefficiencies, however, are just the beginning of the keyboard's shortcomings. 
The problems created by the keyboard's design easily dwarf those attributable to layout 

A fascinating Java applet at http://www.acm.vt.edu/~imaxwell/dvorak/keyboard.html will 
analyze the keystroke metrics on both QWERTY and DVORAK layouts for any sentence you type 
in. 

http://www.acm.vt.edu/~imaxwell/dvorak/keyboard.html
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inefficiencies. And, like the Q W E R T Y layout, the keyboard's design also evolved around 
short term mechanical and manufacturing limitations, which have long since 
disappeared: 

• Orientation - Mechanical typewriters require keystrokes with sufficient force to 
propel the head via a series of levers to strike and imprint the page. Sholes ' 
design fully exploits the available human force: The flat keyboard takes 
advantage of a downward keystroke which can be supported by the typist's arm 
and shoulder weight while dropping their finger and arm into the key. Fi lms of 
typists working on mechanical typewriters showcase the large arm strokes used 
to operate these machines. 

• One to One relation between keys and letters - Though the piano was one of 
the main inspirations for the writing machines (Beeching, 1974) the mechanical 
complexity of mapping chords to keystrokes likely deterred any would-be 
inventors from pursuing this route. 

• Keys not vertically aligned - The rods linking each key to a print head couldn't 
cross or interfere with each other. In order to simplify manufacture they offset the 
rows of keys (as compared with the numeric keypad which is aligned in rows and 
columns). In addition, this offsetting was inconsistently mirrored between the two 
hands: fingers in the right hand extend naturally between rows, following a line of 
the forearm: however, moving between rows on the left side is more awkward, 
and often involves finger abduction and wrist deviation. 

Figure 85 Keyboard with left and right hands implemented consistently. 

Sholes ' design, though not ideal, made sense within the technological constraints of 
1872. However, much has changed since then: 

• Concerns over key entanglement ended with the introduction of the electric 
typewriter; 

• The keying action on computer keyboards requires almost no mechanical 
energy; 

• Touch typing can be effectively taught through interactive computer programs; 
hence neither the resistance of teachers to adopting a new system, nor lack of 
qualified teachers, should impede change; 

• Advanced manufacturing technologies make adjustability in complex devices 
such as keyboards much more feasible; 

• Computer technology enables contextual interpretation of input. This opens up 
myriad possibilities, including using memorized combinations (chords) in lieu of 
individual keystrokes. 
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Figure 86 Accukey (10-key chord keyboard allowing 1024 different combinations) 

• Touch-typing is no longer a special ized profession, but a useful skill for almost all 
professionals. 

• Advanced design and manufacturing technologies ( C A D / C A M ) allow increasingly 
sophisticated product shapes. 

• Publ ic awareness of the hazards of RSI has increased (especially in connection 
with computer input). 

Longevity of Design: 

The typewriter keyboard design persists even though a computer keyboard initiates an 
entirely different response in an entirely different machine. The constraints that so 
heavily influenced the keyboard's design have disappeared, and we are left with an 
outdated, outmoded, yet widely adopted standard that is too inflexible and bulky to adapt 
and keep pace with rapid technological and societal changes. 

"Ergonomic" keyboards incrementally improve a fundamentally f lawed design by 
allowing more natural hand, arm, and wrist alignments. Whi le restrictive and inefficient 
inter-machine protocols are quickly replaced, the Q W E R T Y keyboard has persisted 
more than 60 years beyond its technological appropriateness and usefulness. Though 
our keyboard poorly meets the demands of current and future computing environments, 
the principal barrier to replacement has been the widespread human investment in a 
difficult-to-learn standard. 
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Appendix E: Evaluation and Testing Techniques 

Below we provide examples of how Checklists, Subjective Analysis, Observational 
Analysis, Experimental Measurement Techniques, Metrics, and Design Assessment can 
be applied to the portable P C design process. These usability techniques informed the 
design phase of the project. 

Checklists 

Checkl is ts help design practitioners ensure they consider usability principles in their 
design. With software, checklists usually form the basis of a usability inspection. I have 
been unable to find similar checklists pertaining specifically to laptop design or more 
generally to input device usability. The collection of questions below has been culled and 
rephrased from the Human Computer Interaction (HCI) literature. 

Running through a list of pointed questions such as these can be useful at many stages 
in the design process. Initially checklists may aid in choosing between the several 
directions under consideration; later on they may form part of a formal usability 
inspections or evaluation. 

Table 13 Input Device Usability Checklist 

Layout: 

Product 
Semiotics: 

Movement 
Characterization: 

Have the number of controls been minimized? 
Are the controls and keys grouped functionally or sequential ly? 
Is the method of grouping (e.g. color-coding, spatial) 
appropriate within the context of use? 

Does the device's shape and texture provide information to 
help both novice and expert users to correctly position their 
limbs? Is the information communicated through an 
appropriate modality? 
Does it provide information to make its affordances (how it is 
manipulated) apparent? 

Does the manipulative movement have compatibility (Sanders 
and McCormick, 1992) with the task? For example, a mouse 
or displacement joystick has higher compatibility than a 
trackball or isometric joystick for the task of moving a cursor, 
because with the former, one is physically displacing an 
object. 
Is there any ambiguity in the activating movement(s) that 
creates a cognitive load? Is this activating movement 
sufficiently distinct from other activating movements? 
Are the control movements as simple, short, and easy to 
execute as possible? Movements which seem 'natural' are 
more efficient and less fatiguing than those that seem 
awkward or difficult 
Are the different control movements as distinct as possible? 
Distinct movements facilitate memorization, error prevention, 
and error detection. 
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Feedback: • Does the control provide an indication of its activation? Will 
malfunction be obvious to the operator? 

• Are users able to determine the outcome and detect errors as 
they are performing the tasks? 

• Is there any ambiguity in the device's feedback that creates a 
cognitive load? i.e., Does the feedback confirm the input 
action? 

• Will the control's location facilitate peripheral visual 
observation of the controlling gesture? Peripheral vision 
provides additional feedback to the user. 

RSI /Ergonomics: • Could the device require users to maintain physical tension 
(static loading) for prolonged periods? e.g. tensing the upper 
arm and elbow while using the mouse. 

• Does the design of the device deter unnatural wrist postures 
such as flexion, extension, ulnar deviation, and radial 
deviation? 

• Are the parameters for the device's design determined from 
human physiology? 

• Is the controlling movement within the Biomechanical Neutral 
Zone72? 

Design of the • Does the device's resistance to the gesture through weight or 
controls: friction provide information consistent with users needs? E.g. 

Does it provide information about the displacement of the 
pointing device? 

• Is the resistance of the controls sufficient to minimize the 
possibility of inadvertent activation? For controls requiring a 
single application of force, or short periods of continuous force, 
a reasonable maximum resistance is half the operator's 
greatest strength. For continuously operated controls, the 
resistance should be much lower. 

• Will the control surface(s) prevent the activating hand, finger, 
or foot, from slipping? 

• Will the control surface provide optimal tactile feedback and 
manipulative control? 

• If a single input gesture is not sufficient for users to reach their 
target (a common occurrence with trackballs, TouchPads) will 
users "re-take"? How will this affect the devices speed, 
accuracy, and attentional demands? 

• Are the controls capable of withstanding abuse? Emergency or 
panic responses frequently impose large forces on controls. 

Subjective Analysis 

Subjective analysis could well assess the following aspects of keyboard use: 

• Usability and user comfort while varying: 

The Biomechanical Neutral Zone refers to the range of motion through which the body's 
physical stress is at a minimum. 
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o Operator posture; 
o Height and type of arm/wrist/hand support; 
o Tiredness from keying as a function of the duration of sustained activity; 
o Length of sustained inactivity that results in discomfort. 

• User acceptance of the new keyboard; 
• Mental and physical effort; 
• Frustration and intimidation levels at various stages in the learning process; 
• Preferred operating postures; 
• Var ious psychosocial aspects; 
• The image communicated by the product; 
• The degree of comfort using the product in various social situations. 

Observational Analysis 

Valuable insight could be gained by observing day-to-day usage patterns within the work 
environment, paying careful attention to: 

• Incidences of unnatural wrist alignment (i.e. flexion/extension, ulnar/radial 
deviation) and circumstances that lead to these postures; 

• Frequency of posture changes; 
• Discernable patterns in the operating postures chosen by users in relation to the 

environment and task. 

Experimental Measurement Techniques 

There have been vast amounts of research into the ergonomics of keyboard design 
(Nakaseko, 1985; Hedge, 1996;), and it is a topic frequently cited in ergonomics 
research literature. However there are many difficulties in obtaining accurate and 
significant data linking repetitive strain and wrist postures. 

Muscle strain is usually measured using a technique called electromyography. Accurate 
electromyographic readings are hampered by interference from skin, problems with 
precise receptor placement, and variation in levels of habitual muscular tension between 
subjects (Wardell, 1996). 

Posture can be measured using various sensing technologies. For example Microsoft 
used V P L Fiber Optic Data Gloves in usability tests of the Microsoft Mouse 2.0. This 
al lowed them to measure joint angles in user's hands while using the Microsoft mouse 
and compare this with data obtained from competitive products and neutral hand 
postures. 
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Metrics 

Table 14 Usability Metrics applied to PC Design 

Appearance: 

Display: 

Keyboard: 

Unit: 

Comfort: 

Plausibility: Does its appearance communicate that it can 
do what is c laimed? Could I see myself using this product? 
Durability: Does the product look as if it will last the course? 
Pleasing: Is the product visually appeal ing? 

Size; 
Viewing angle; 
Power consumption; 
Adjustability: range of people it can accommodate; 
Flexibility: What variety of operating postures and work 
environments can the system accommodate? 

Speed & Accuracy: How does the keyboard system affect 
typing speed and error rates? 
Training: How much training/relearning/adaptation does the 
keyboard system require? 
Flexibility: What variety of working postures does the 
keyboard system afford? 
Adjustability: What range of preferences and body types will 
the keyboard system accommodate? 

Integration: do the components appear to be part of a 
whole? 
Intuitiveness: is the products purpose, and operation readily 
understood? 

'Feel ' : How does the keyboard system feel to users? 
Appearance: How daunting does the 
keyboard/display/product look to users? 
Ease of use: How easy and intuitive is it to use/adjust the 
keyboard/display/product? 
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Design Assessment 

Table 15 Measurable Human Performance Goals 

Learning • Effort; 
• Naturalness; 
• Skill transfer from existing devices; 
• Retention of newly acquired skills. 

Performance • Speed of performance; 
• Incidence of error; 
• Ability to recover from error; 
• Device-switching speed. 

General • User satisfaction; 
• Participant's subjective evaluation of the device. 

Comfort • Physical comfort while using the device; 
• Adaptability to differences between users e.g. 

anthropometry, handedness; 
• Freedom from fatigue or injury e.g. RSI. 

Reliability • Robustness of the device. 
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Appendix F: Keystrokes & Tactile Responsiveness 

A preeminent design consideration for a keyboard is its ability to make each input event 
discrete. To this end, the keyboard should provide/generate discrete kinesthetic, tactile, 
and possibly auditory feedback. 

Feedback is essential for: 

• Information processing: Through feedback users know their input has been 
registered. 

• Error detection: Users know when the feedback differs from their expectations. 
Most typing errors are first registered by the kinesthetic sense (i.e., accompl ished 
typists rarely need to check the display to detect errors). Reliable kinesthetic 
error detection requires that the feedback be sufficiently prominent, and that the 
typing motions be sufficiently distinct. 

Feedback should be examined from two angles: 

Feedback from the Movement — stems from muscular awareness (kinesthetic). W e 
are aware of the location of our body parts, and loading of our muscles. Displacement, 
change in location, relates to Key Travel, and loading of the muscles relates to Keying 
Force. 

• Key Travel - the smaller the movements, the more difficult they are to 
differentiate. Though fine motor movements make for economical input, they are 
more difficult to differentiate than gross motor movements. There is also a 
smal lness threshold, beyond which movements become confusable. 

• Keying Force - optimize the resistance or springiness of key. 
Feedback from the Device — The response to the keying activity that provides 
information about the state of the device. 

• Inherent Feedback is part of the physical design. The movements of the parts 
generate the feedback. Properties of materials, such as the durometer of an 
elastomeric keypad, factor significantly, as do clicks or other sounds generated 
by internal mechanisms. Should each keystroke generate a cl ick? What type of 
click is appropriate (i.e., tactile, auditory, both)? At what point in the keystroke 
should it sound (i.e., beginning, middle, or end)? 

• Generated Feedback is output that is processed and generated by the device. 
This output is typically auditory, or visual; however, tactile generated feedback is 
available in special ized Braille devices for blind users, and force-feedback 
gaming joysticks. 

. , Table 16 Tactile feedback requirements 
Numerous ergonomic studies have ( A f t e r B r u n n e r a n d R i c h a r d s o n ( 1 9 8 4 ) 

shown that ambiguity surrounding 
whether the machine has registered Position Within Change in Tactile Resistance 
their keying action slows user input the Keystroke to the Applied Force 
speeds. Generated feedback, both , . 
auditory and visual, helps resolve such l n i t i a t l o n H | 9 h I n c r e a s e , n resistance 
ambiguities, but results in slower input Switch closure Resistance disappears 
speeds than tactile feedback. Overshoot Resistance increases 

Brunner and Richardson (1984) found that the preferred, and most effective, form of 
tactile feedback varied within the keystroke. 
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It is important to optimize the responsiveness of the keyboard. The literature provides 
some guidance in this regard; however, it is not clear how tenting will impact 
responsiveness. It may be worth conducting some usability tests. This work might be 
guided by a 1991 study by Compaq where they conducted usability tests on various key 
switches: 

• They carefully recorded and classified keying errors. For example, "thiis" type of 
error may suggest too little key-resistance or key-travel, while "ths" type may 
suggest too much. 

• They compared typing speeds. 
• User preference played a major role in their usability testing: 

o Using 30 seven-point and nine-point bipolar scales, participants rated 
their overall impressions on each of the five keyboards' "touch and feel" 
characteristics. 

o Participants graded each keyboard (A+ to F) to indicate their overall 
preference. 

o Participants placed the five keyboards according to their "interest-in-use" 
along an 80-point scale ranging from "definitely not interested" to 
"extremely interested". 

Snap Ratio 

The snap ratio (or click ratio) of 
the rubber keypad describes the 
tactile/kinesthetic feedback 
experienced by the operator 
while actuating the switch. The 
snap ratio can be calculated by 
working with the formula (Fa-Fr) 
+ Fa, where Fa = actuation force 
and Fr = contact resistance. 
Keypads with snap ratios of 40-
6 0 % combine excellent feedback 
and relative longevity, while 
lowering the snap ratio below 
4 0 % prolongs the switch life, but 
weakens tactile feedback. 

Dual-durometer keypads can improve keypad responsiveness and feel. Somet imes 
these are implemented using a two-shot molding technique. The higher durometer top 
layer provides increased wear resistance and a non-slip textured surface, while the inner 
layer provides elasticity tailored to the application. 

Determining the optimum key response in a given application is difficult. However, once 
an actuation force and key travel (stroke) are identified, the keypad's switch membranes 
can be tailored precisely to these parameters. Manufacturers can adjust both the 
properties of the elastomer (i.e., durometer and elasticity) and the dome geometry (e.g., 
thickness, ribbing, etc) to precisely tailor the key's responsiveness to the designer's 
specif ications. 

More information on key responsiveness can be found in Griffin, 1999. 

Farce Force 

Figure 87 Snap ratio for tactile feedback 
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Appendix G: Alternative Keyboard Gallery 

http://tim.qriffins.ca/kevboard-qaJlery  

Appendix H: Alternative Laptop Gallery 

http://tim.griffins.ca/laptop-gallery 

http://tim.qriffins.ca/kevboard-qaJlery
http://tim.griffins.ca/laptop-gallery
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